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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This document summarizes the results of the 2012 Monitoring Program at a remediated mine site, Hidden

Lake Mine, carried out by EBA, A Tetra Tech Company (EBA). The monitoring work was carried out in

accordance with the Health and Safety Plan, the Site Monitoring Plan developed for the work, and with the

Statement of Work provided by the Contaminants and Remediation Directorate, and Aboriginal Affairs and

the Northern Development Canada. Previous reports prepared by SENES Consultants Limited (SENES)

were referenced in preparation of the Site Monitoring Plan, and were used for comparative purposes

during the field program and subsequent evaluation of the field data.

SENES completed Year 1 of the Geotechnical Long-Term Monitoring Program monitoring inspections in

2011. EBA’s 2012 monitoring observations are presented in summary form and on a comparative basis

with SENES’ previous observations. Additional observations are documented as needed according to the

findings at the site.

During the 2012 Geotechnical Monitoring Program, EBA made visual inspections of the East Mine Shaft

Cap, the West Mine Shaft Cap, and several surface trenches. The remediation work at the Hidden Lake Mine

has generally held up well since construction in 2010. The only areas of potential concern included:

 Two small holes encountered in the vicinity of the East Shaft Cap; and

 Some previously-unidentified surface trenches in the brush outside the main mine area, in particular a

trench located north of the main site.

EBA recommends that possible new or ongoing changes to the area of the East Shaft Cap should be

carefully noted at the next monitoring inspection.

The surface trench identified to the north of the main mine site could be further evaluated as to whether

additional backfilling is necessary or desirable. The smaller trenches located to the southwest of the mine

site are considered small enough so as to be inconsequential.

The work scope as implemented in 2012 is expected to be sufficient for the remainder of the site during

future monitoring inspections.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

EBA Engineering Consultants Ltd., operating as EBA, A Tetra Tech Company (EBA), is pleased to submit this

Draft Report to the Contaminants and Remediation Directorate (CARD), and Aboriginal Affairs and the

Northern Development Canada (AANDC) for the 2012 Monitoring Program for Hidden Lake Mine. The site

is located 50 km east-northeast of Yellowknife, Northwest Territories. Reference numbers for this

project are AANDC File Number A-1632-11 / 00-05-6002-3, SOA Number 00-05-6002-3, and Call-up

Number 1.

The AANDC/CARD Project Officer for the project was Mr. Sam Kennedy, and the Environmental

Management Specialist was Mr. Stanley Yee, M.Sc. EBA was the prime contractor onsite for the 2012

geotechnical monitoring work. Ms. Rita Kors-Olthof, P.Eng., of EBA visited the project site with Mr. Yee on

August 21, 2012. A Wildlife Monitor, Mr. Fred Sangris, assisted the team during the field work on this

project.

This document summarizes the results of the 2012 Monitoring Program at the remediated mine site,

Hidden Lake Mine. The work was carried out in accordance with the Health and Safety Plan, the Site

Monitoring Plan developed for the work, and with the Statement of Work provided by AANDC. Reports

prepared by SENES Consultants Limited (SENES) were referenced in preparation of the Site Monitoring

Plan, and were used for comparative purposes during the field program and subsequent evaluation of the

field data.

2.0 SITE BACKGROUND

The former Hidden Lake Mine, also known as the Ragged Ass Mine, was a small high-grade gold mining

operation that operated from 1959 to 1969 with the majority of the mining production taking place in

1968. The mine is located on the eastern shore of Hidden Lake, approximately 50 km east-northeast of

Yellowknife, Northwest Territories. At present, the Hidden Lake site has a third-party mineral lease that

expires in 2013.

The primary concerns at the site included physical hazards associated with two mine openings, an open

trench, sharp angular waste rock piles throughout the mine site and physical and aesthetic concerns

associated with abandoned equipment and debris. Environmental concerns included contaminated soils

(shallow deposits of metal leaching tailings in the mine site area, and surface petroleum hydrocarbon

contamination around building footprints and old fuel areas) and hazardous materials.

The site was remediated by AANDC in 2010, with remediation activities including backfilling of the west

shaft, and the surface trench and the construction of a concrete cap on the east shaft. Scrap metal and

debris were containerized and removed from site. Scrap metal, wood debris, petroleum hydrocarbon

contaminated soil, and asbestos-containing materials were disposed of at the Yellowknife landfill. Tailings,

lead batteries, fuel, and a small amount of calcium carbide were all disposed of at the KBL Waste Transfer

Facility landfill in Alberta.
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3.0 SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS MONITORING WORK

Following remediation, the site entered into the monitoring phase. It was initially proposed that visual

inspections would take place in Year 1 and Year 5 after completion of the site remediation (SENES, 2011a).

The monitoring program consists of visually monitoring the geotechnical stability of the concrete cap over

the east shaft, backfilling of the west shaft, and backfilling of the surface trench.

SENES completed Year 1 of the geotechnical monitoring program, reported as part of their Geotechnical

Long Term Monitoring Program report (June, 2011) for the site remediation work completed in 2010.

Tables 1 through 3 at the back of this report incorporate SENES’ observations resulting from their

monitoring inspection of 2011.

Since the site remediation included removal of debris, contaminated soils, and hazardous and non-

hazardous materials, EBA understands that there was no environmental monitoring component associated

with the post-remediation monitoring program. However, numerous verification tests were performed

during the course of the remediation work in 2010, which are documented by SENES in their Completion

Report (July, 2011).

4.0 SCOPE OF WORK

The scope of work was to collect site monitoring data for Hidden Lake Mine to complete the 2012

Monitoring Program, and to present the findings in a report to AANDC. Tasks included:

 Prepare a Health and Safety Plan for the proposed 2012 Monitoring Program(Appendix B);

 Prepare a Site Monitoring Plan for the proposed 2012 Monitoring Program (Appendix C);

 Perform a Geotechnical Monitoring Inspection for the Hidden Lake Mine;

 Prepare a Site Monitoring Progress Report (Appendix D) that would:

 Summarize field observations with photos, and show on existing drawings the locations of features

that appear to have changed, if/as needed. The priority was to document and inform about major

issues on site, if any, so that action could be taken this season if needed;

 Document limitations encountered during the site visit; and

 Provide a budget update;

 Produce a 2012 Monitoring Report for the Hidden Lake Mine.

The first four main objectives have been satisfied in earlier phases of the work. The current document

comprises the last objective.
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5.0 METHODOLOGY

5.1 Summary of Overall Methodology

EBA conducted a Site Inspection of the Hidden Lake site on August 21, 2012. Visual inspections were

performed by Rita Kors-Olthof, P.Eng., P.E., of EBA. The work was carried out in accordance with the Health

and Safety Plan, and Site Monitoring Plan developed by EBA for the work, and with the Statement of Work

provided by AANDC. Reports prepared by SENES Consultants Limited were referenced in preparation of

the Site Monitoring Plan, and were used for comparative purposes during the field program and during

subsequent evaluation of the field data.

EBA’s general work plan included both safety-related tasks and site-specific monitoring tasks.

Prior to Commencing Fieldwork at the Former Mine Site

 All EBA field personnel obtained the following safety certificates:

 WHMIS;

 Hazard Assessment and Control;

 Standard First Aid with CPR C;

 Bear Awareness; and

 Helicopter Safety.

 A wildlife monitor was contracted for the field work.

 AANDC Project Officer was provided with all training certificates and documentation, including

certification for the wildlife monitor.

 Medical and contact information was documented for field workers, including special medical

conditions, allergies and emergency contacts.

 The MSDS was obtained for bear spray, reviewed, and the safety kit was supplied with appropriate

mitigative measures.

 EBA’s Team Leader completed as much of Arctic Pre-Job Hazard Assessment (APJHA) as feasible, and

had it reviewed prior to departure for the field. The APJHA was updated at the beginning of the field

day, and after the site reconnaissance.

Field Work

 Availability of survival gear and a working satellite phone was confirmed prior to departure from

Yellowknife, and upon landing at the Hidden Lake Mine site.

 Staging area was identified for the site.

 Contacted EBA to inform of safe arrival on site and location via satellite phone.

 Conducted APJHA with team members.
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 Conducted Site Reconnaissance; no items noted requiring changes to APJHA or work scope.

 Carried out site-specific monitoring tasks.

 Upon completion of work at site, provided brief verbal description of work completed to EBA; notified

EBA of intended next destination. Collected and loaded all gear into the helicopter, and departed site.

EBA’s methodology for site-specific monitoring tasks was as described below, as outlined by AANDC in the

Terms of Reference.

5.2 Field Equipment

EBA used the following equipment during the field work:

 Digital camera, to record observations;

 GPS, with an accuracy of 3-5 m depending upon terrain and number of available satellites, to record

locations of photos and observations;

 Clinometer, to record slope angles;

 Two-way radios for on-site communications; and

 Satellite phone, to contact EBA.

EBA had the following items available for use, in case of accident or emergency:

 First aid kits;

 Air horn;

 Survival gear;

 Compass; and

 Personal locator beacon.

6.0 SITE-SPECIFIC METHODOLOGY

EBA conducted the Geotechnical Monitoring and Visual Inspection of the East and West Mine Shaft Caps,

and Surface Trench as identified in the Completion Report for Hidden Lake Remediation – Hidden Lake,

NWT (SENES, 2011). The inspection included:

 EBA visually inspected the East Mine Shaft Cap, West Mine Shaft Backfill and Surface Trench Backfill,

looking for evidence of surface erosion within or adjacent to the Mine Cap and backfill areas, inspected

the East Mine Shaft Cap vent to confirm that it had not been vandalized or plugged, documented

depressions forming on the surface of the waste rock cover, and documented the conditions of the

waste rock backfill cover as compared to the previous site inspection report;

 If/as applicable, we documented erosion, frost action, sloughing and cracking, animal burrows,

vegetation re-establishment and percentage cover, vegetation stress, ponded water, exposed debris,
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and/or other features which may compromise the geotechnical integrity of the mine shaft cap, mine

shaft backfill, surface trench, and waste rock fill;

 EBA prepared photographic records that include references for scale, GPS reference and directional

view point, to be provided in the 2012 Geotechnical Monitoring Report to document the general

conditions and to substantiate the recorded observations; and

 Mine Shaft Caps, and Surface Trench drawings were annotated to show the location of each identified

feature and size, if/as different from the information provided prior to the field work.

The field work was conducted on August 21, 2012. While still at the site, EBA discussed our observations

regarding potential items of concern with Mr. Stanley Yee of AANDC.

7.0 2012 MONITORING PROGRAM OBSERVATIONS

Remediation work at the Hidden Lake Mine has generally held up well since construction in 2010. Two

primary areas of concern were observed by EBA and discussed on site with Mr. Yee of AANDC. Figure 1

presents an excerpt of the SENES Post-Remediation Plan (SENES, June 2011), upon which EBA has

superimposed several GPS-referenced site locations and photo locations for reference. Photo 1 is a sub-

aerial view of the former Hidden Lake Mine presenting the locations of the readily-visible sites. EBA’s

findings are summarized as follows:

Ground surface grade at East Mine Shaft Cap: EBA noted two small holes with diameters of about 0.4 m

and 0.6 m, and depths of about 0.3 m, in the waste rock fill placed over and alongside the mine shaft cap

(Photo 2). The nearest of the two holes, about 2 m west-northwest of the vent, appeared to be located

within the design perimeter of the concrete cap. The other hole, about 8 m west-northwest of the vent,

appeared to be outside the design perimeter of the concrete cap, and slightly downslope of the mound

formed by the cap.

The origin of the holes could not be concluded with certainty. The holes were initially suspected of being

possible locations of fill settlement or infiltration of finer-grained surface fill into coarser-grained waste

rock below. However, most of the soil surface appeared to be uniform, smooth and relatively hard-packed,

and rocky materials around the edges may have been piled there, as might also be expected in a hand-dug

excavation (Photo 3). The only exception to this appearance was seen along the upslope side of the hole

nearest the vent, which had experienced sloughing of the steeper upslope edge (Photos 4 and 5). No other

cracking of the soil was seen along the bottoms or sides of the holes.

Irrespective of the source of the holes in the mine shaft cover material, the field team concluded that the

cover material would benefit from having the holes filled rather than left as-is, and that this could be

conveniently achieved while the field team was on site. Hence AANDC filled the holes while EBA continued

to assess the mine shaft area. AANDC and EBA agreed that possible new or ongoing changes to the area

should be carefully noted at the next monitoring inspection.

Subsequent re-review of the SENES report indicates that a 0.5 to 0.8 m thickness of waste rock was

proposed over the concrete cap. The height of the vent pipe above the concrete cap elevation suggests that

the fill is unlikely more than 0.8 m thick, and is probably less (SENES Completion Report, Photos 13

and 14). If indeed settlement of the fill or fines infiltration has occurred, it may already be complete. This
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likelihood would rely on the concrete cap still being intact, at least in the case of the “near” hole. It is noted

that the cap was designed for a minimum thickness of 400 mm, is reinforced with a grid of reinforcing steel,

and is only 2 years old.

Table 1 provides further details of the monitoring observations at the East Mine Shaft Cap, comparing

EBA’s 2012 observations to the observations made by SENES in 2011.

Ground surface grade at West Shaft Area: No obvious settlement has occurred at the west shaft area,

which appeared to have been backfilled with coarse-grained angular waste rock. The gentle swale

observed appears to be consistent with the topography plotted on the Sub-Arctic Surveys Ltd. drawing.

There are no localized holes to suggest infiltration of the rock or finer-grained soils deeper into the shaft,

nor are there any signs of erosion. The adjacent finer-grained materials show no apparent erosion either,

likely due to the locally flat gradients. Plants are beginning to become re-established in the area (Photo 6).

Table 2 provides further details of the monitoring observations at the West Mine Shaft Cap, comparing

EBA’s 2012 observations to the observations made by SENES in 2011.

Surface trenches: The field team experienced some challenges in locating the surface trench, mainly

because several other apparent surface trenches were also found along the edges of the waste rock fill and

within the treed/brush area west and north of the main mine area (Photos 7 through 9). While the possible

trenches on the developed portion of the site were backfilled (Photo 7), the trenches in the trees/brush

were generally not backfilled, including a larger trench to the north that was about 1.3 m deep, and two

small shallow trenches just west of the main site (Photos 8 and 9).

When the previously-studied surface trench was located, EBA observed that there was no erosion evident

at the site (Photo 7). It appeared to have been backfilled with coarse-grained angular waste rock, not at all

prone to erosion. In the immediate vicinity of the surface trench to the south, east and north of the trench,

some finer-grained soils were present at ground surface. However, the gradients were observed to be

gentle enough that this area had not been experiencing erosion either. Vegetation was beginning to re-

establish itself in the soil within the trench and outside it. The ground surface west of the trench was well-

vegetated with brush and small trees, as well as various groundcover plants and grasses.

Table 3 provides further details of the monitoring observations at the Surface Trench, comparing EBA’s

2012 observations to the observations made by SENES in 2011.

8.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

During the 2012 Geotechnical Monitoring Program, EBA made visual inspections of the East Mine Shaft

Cap, the West Mine Shaft Cap, and several surface trenches. As noted in the observations, the remediation

work at the Hidden Lake Mine has generally held up well since construction in 2010. The only areas of

potential concern included:

 The small holes encountered in the vicinity of the East Shaft Cap; and

 The previously-unidentified surface trenches in the brush outside the main mine area.

Recommendations for further evaluation and future geotechnical monitoring work are provided in the

following section.
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9.0 RECOMMENDATIONS

EBA recommends that possible new or ongoing changes to the area of the East Shaft Cap should be

carefully noted at the next monitoring inspection.

The surface trench identified to the north of the main mine site could be further evaluated as to whether

additional backfilling is necessary or desirable. On the one hand, it is an open hole, and therefore a

tripping/falling hazard. On the other hand, the overall terrain in the vicinity may be brushy enough and

rugged enough that most travellers, whether human or animal, are probably not moving very fast. The

smaller trenches located to the southwest of the mine site are considered small enough so as to be

inconsequential.

The work scope as implemented in 2012 is expected to be sufficient for the remainder of the site during

future monitoring inspections.
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10.0 CLOSURE

We trust this report satisfies your present requirements. If you have any questions or comments, please

contact the undersigned.

Sincerely,

EBA Engineering Consultants Ltd.

Prepared by: Reviewed by:

Rita Kors-Olthof, P.Eng., P.E. Ed Hoeve, P.Eng.

Senior Geotechnical Engineer, NT/NU Region Project Director, NT/NU Region

Engineering Practice Engineering Practice

Direct Line: 403.763.9881 Direct Line: 867.766.3728 x222

rkors-olthof@eba.ca ehoeve@eba.ca
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Table 1: Comparison of 2011 and 2012 Observations at East Mine Shaft Cap
Inspection Item Condition in 2011 (SENES, June 2011) Condition in 2012 (EBA, August 2012) Recommendations

Dimensions n/a Elevated granular cover is approximately

13 m east-west by 9 m north-south.

n/a

Check for evidence of

surface erosion within or

adjacent to the Mine Shaft

Cap and backfill areas.

Waste rock cap remains in the same

conditions as at the completion of the

remediation program in 2010. No

surface erosion evident.

No evidence of surface erosion was

observed

None at this time.

Check for depressions

forming on the surface of the

waste rock cover, and

document the condition of

the waste rock backfill cover.

No depressions observed. Two small holes with diameters of about

0.4 m and 0.6 m, and depths of about

0.3 m, in the waste rock fill placed over

and alongside the mine shaft cap, one

inside and one outside concrete cap

perimeter. Origin uncertain, possibly due

to human digging. Field team filled holes.

See further discussion in report text.

Possible new or ongoing changes

to the area should be carefully

noted at the next monitoring

inspection.

Inspect the Shaft Cap vent to

confirm that it has not been

vandalized or plugged.

No obstructions within or damage to the

vent pipe observed.

No obstructions were noted inside the

pipe, and no external damage was

observed.

None at this time.

Check for frost action,

sloughing and cracking,

animal burrows.

n/a No obvious frost action, although finer-

grained soils could be prone to frost-

sorting or heaving. The east side of hole

closest to the vent had some sloughing in

soils that appeared finer-grained than the

overall area. No animal burrows noted.

Possible new or ongoing changes

to the area should be carefully

noted at the next monitoring

inspection.

Note vegetation re-

establishment and

approximate percentage

cover, vegetation stress.

n/a A few small clumps of grasses and

groundcover plants noted, mostly outside

the concrete cap area, less than 1%

coverage estimated. No obvious

vegetation stress.

None at this time.
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Table 1: Comparison of 2011 and 2012 Observations at East Mine Shaft Cap
Inspection Item Condition in 2011 (SENES, June 2011) Condition in 2012 (EBA, August 2012) Recommendations

Ponded water n/a No ponded water observed. Positive

drainage across entire cap. Small holes

now filled, so little/no ponding should

occur there.

None at this time.

Exposed debris n/a No debris observed in this area None at this time.

Other features n/a n/a None at this time.

Photographic record See Photo 6 in Appendix B Photos 2-5, see Figure 1 for locations. n/a
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Table 2: Comparison of 2011 and 2012 Observations at West Mine Shaft Cap
Inspection Item Condition in 2011 (SENES, June 2011) Condition in 2012 (EBA, August 2012) Recommendations in 2012

Dimensions n/a Capped area within swale is estimated at

approximately 9 m east-west by 5-6 m

north-south. No elevated fill or well-

defined boundaries to show exact cap

dimensions.

n/a

Check for evidence of

surface erosion within or

adjacent to the Mine Shaft

Cap and backfill areas.

Waste rock cap remains in the same

conditions as at the completion of the

remediation program in 2010. No

surface erosion evident.

No evidence of surface erosion was

observed in either the coarse rock backfill

or the nearby finer-grained soils.

None at this time.

Check for depressions

forming on the surface of the

waste rock cover, and

document the condition of

the waste rock backfill cover.

No depressions observed. No depressions observed. Local

topography appears consistent with SAS

completion survey.

None at this time.

Check for frost action,

sloughing and cracking,

animal burrows.

n/a No apparent frost action, sloughing or

cracking, or animal burrows.

None at this time.

Note vegetation re-

establishment and

approximate percentage

cover, vegetation stress.

n/a Fireweed, low shrubs, and grasses are

beginning to grow back, mostly to the

west of shaft area; 0-10% coverage

estimated depending on location. Areas

with some finer-grained soils have more

regrowth. No obvious vegetation stress.

None at this time.

Ponded water n/a No ponded water observed. Positive

drainage at ground surface across cap;

area drains west in shallow swale.

None at this time.

Exposed debris n/a No debris observed in this area. None at this time.
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Table 2: Comparison of 2011 and 2012 Observations at West Mine Shaft Cap
Inspection Item Condition in 2011 (SENES, June 2011) Condition in 2012 (EBA, August 2012) Recommendations in 2012

Other features n/a n/a None at this time.

Photographic record See Photos 4 and 8 in Appendix B Photo 6, see Figure 1 for location. n/a
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Table 3: Comparison of 2011 and 2012 Observations at Surface Trench
Inspection Item Condition in 2011 (SENES, June 2011) Condition in 2012 (EBA, August 2012) Recommendations in 2012

Dimensions n/a Granular cover is irregularly-shaped and

estimated at approximately 6 m east-west

by 3-4 m north-south. No well-defined

boundaries to show exact dimensions.

n/a

Check for evidence of

surface erosion within or

adjacent to backfill areas.

Waste rock cap remains in the same

conditions as at the completion of the

remediation program in 2010. No

surface erosion evident.

No evidence of surface erosion was

observed in either the coarse rock backfill

or the nearby finer-grained soils.

None at this time.

Check for depressions

forming on the surface of the

waste rock cover, and

document the condition of

the waste rock backfill cover.

No depressions observed. No depressions observed. None at this time.

Check for frost action,

sloughing and cracking,

animal burrows.

n/a No apparent frost action, sloughing or

cracking, or animal burrows.

None at this time.

Note vegetation re-

establishment and

approximate percentage

cover, vegetation stress.

n/a Fireweed, low shrubs, and grasses are

beginning to grow back; 0-10% coverage

estimated depending on location. Areas

with some finer-grained soils have more

regrowth. No obvious vegetation stress.

None at this time.

Ponded water n/a No ponded water observed. Generally

positive drainage, area drains west.

None at this time.

Exposed debris n/a No debris observed in this area. None at this time.
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Table 3: Comparison of 2011 and 2012 Observations at Surface Trench
Inspection Item Condition in 2011 (SENES, June 2011) Condition in 2012 (EBA, August 2012) Recommendations in 2012

Other features n/a Noted two other apparent surface

trenches. There may be other trenches

not yet identified as the area surrounding

the main mine site is thickly brushed and

challenging to assess.

None at this time.

Photographic record See Photo 2 in Appendix B Photos 7-9, see Figure 1 for location. n/a
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Figure 1 Site Plan
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PHOTOGRAPHS

Photo 1 Subaerial view looking southwest at former Hidden Lake Mine…

Photo 2 Looking east-southeast at small holes in waste rock on and adjacent to East Mine Shaft Cap…

Photo 3 The small hole located outside the design mine shaft cap area…

Photo 4 Small hole nearest to vent…

Photo 5 Looking south-southwest at East Mine Shaft Cap area…

Photo 6 Looking south at former West Shaft area…

Photo 7 Looking south at backfilled surface trench area…

Photo 8 Looking southeast at larger surface trench located north of main mine site…

Photo 9 Looking north at two small surface trenches…
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Photo 1: Subaerial view looking southwest at former Hidden Lake Mine, with locations of site features included in the 2012

Monitoring Program. Photo credit: AANDC, August 21, 2012.

East Mine Shaft Cap

(Photos 2-5)

Vent

West Mine Shaft Cap Area (Photo 6)

Surface Trench (Photo 7)
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Photo 2: Looking east-southeast at small holes in waste rock on and adjacent to East Mine
Shaft Cap (red arrows). Hole in foreground (outside cap perimeter) is about 8 m
from vent, hole near vent (within cap perimeter) is about 2 m from vent (blue arrow).

Photo 3: The small hole located outside the design mine shaft cap area is bowl-shaped, with
no signs of cracking in the soil. Elevated materials around edges of bowl suggest
digging and depositing of spoil materials.

Vent
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Photo 4: Small hole nearest to vent. Upslope (vent) side of hole is sloughing. Material here is
finer-grained than at other small hole.

Photo 5: Looking south-southwest at East Mine Shaft Cap area, vent on left, small hole about
2 m to the west-northwest on right (red arrow), likely located within design cap
perimeter.
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Photo 6: Looking south at former West Shaft area. No apparent sign of erosion or of localized
settlement or sediment loss in the coarse rock backfill materials. Adjacent finer-
grained materials do not appear to be eroding, due to flat local gradients. Fireweed,
low shrubs, and grasses are beginning to grow in disturbed area.

Photo 7: Looking south at backfilled surface trench area. Left-hand side appears to be
irregular-shaped area shown in SENES Geotechnical Long Term Monitoring
Program Report. Right-hand side appears to be rectangular area shown in SENES
Completion Report. Coarse rock backfill in trench and adjacent disturbed area (see
notebook for scale at bottom left). No apparent erosion or settlement of backfill
materials. Surrounding soils are finer-grained but ground surface is gently-sloping,
and grasses, fireweed, ground cover and shrubs are beginning to grow back.
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Photo 8: Looking southeast at larger surface trench located north of main mine site, with a
depth of 1.3 m.

Photo 9: Looking north at two small surface trenches / pits located west of main mine area
within treed/brushy terrain.
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GENERAL CONDITIONS

GEOTECHNICAL REPORT

This report incorporates and is subject to these “General Conditions”.

1.0 USE OF REPORT AND OWNERSHIP

This geotechnical report pertains to a specific site, a specific
development and a specific scope of work. It is not applicable to

any other sites nor should it be relied upon for types of development

other than that to which it refers. Any variation from the site or
development would necessitate a supplementary geotechnical

assessment.

This report and the recommendations contained in it are intended

for the sole use of EBA’s Client. EBA does not accept any

responsibility for the accuracy of any of the data, the analyses or
the recommendations contained or referenced in the report when

the report is used or relied upon by any party other than EBA’s

Client unless otherwise authorized in writing by EBA. Any
unauthorized use of the report is at the sole risk of the user.

This report is subject to copyright and shall not be reproduced either

wholly or in part without the prior, written permission of EBA.
Additional copies of the report, if required, may be obtained upon

request.

2.0 ALTERNATE REPORT FORMAT

Where EBA submits both electronic file and hard copy versions of

reports, drawings and other project-related documents and
deliverables (collectively termed EBA’s instruments of professional

service), only the signed and/or sealed versions shall be considered

final and legally binding. The original signed and/or sealed version
archived by EBA shall be deemed to be the original for the Project.

Both electronic file and hard copy versions of EBA’s instruments of

professional service shall not, under any circumstances, no matter
who owns or uses them, be altered by any party except EBA.

EBA’s instruments of professional service will be used only and

exactly as submitted by EBA.

Electronic files submitted by EBA have been prepared and

submitted using specific software and hardware systems. EBA
makes no representation about the compatibility of these files with

the Client’s current or future software and hardware systems.

3.0 ENVIRONMENTAL AND REGULATORY ISSUES

Unless stipulated in the report, EBA has not been retained to

investigate, address or consider and has not investigated,
addressed or considered any environmental or regulatory issues

associated with development on the subject site.

4.0 NATURE AND EXACTNESS OF SOIL AND
ROCK DESCRIPTIONS

Classification and identification of soils and rocks are based upon

commonly accepted systems and methods employed in

professional geotechnical practice. This report contains
descriptions of the systems and methods used. Where deviations

from the system or method prevail, they are specifically mentioned.

Classification and identification of geological units are judgmental in

nature as to both type and condition. EBA does not warrant

conditions represented herein as exact, but infers accuracy only to
the extent that is common in practice.

Where subsurface conditions encountered during development are

different from those described in this report, qualified geotechnical
personnel should revisit the site and review recommendations in

light of the actual conditions encountered.

5.0 LOGS OF TESTHOLES

The testhole logs are a compilation of conditions and classification

of soils and rocks as obtained from field observations and
laboratory testing of selected samples. Soil and rock zones have

been interpreted. Change from one geological zone to the other,

indicated on the logs as a distinct line, can be, in fact, transitional.
The extent of transition is interpretive. Any circumstance which

requires precise definition of soil or rock zone transition elevations

may require further investigation and review.

6.0 STRATIGRAPHIC AND GEOLOGICAL INFORMATION

The stratigraphic and geological information indicated on drawings
contained in this report are inferred from logs of test holes and/or

soil/rock exposures. Stratigraphy is known only at the locations of

the test hole or exposure. Actual geology and stratigraphy between
test holes and/or exposures may vary from that shown on these

drawings. Natural variations in geological conditions are inherent

and are a function of the historic environment. EBA does not
represent the conditions illustrated as exact but recognizes that

variations will exist. Where knowledge of more precise locations of

geological units is necessary, additional investigation and review
may be necessary.
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7.0 PROTECTION OF EXPOSED GROUND

Excavation and construction operations expose geological materials

to climatic elements (freeze/thaw, wet/dry) and/or mechanical
disturbance which can cause severe deterioration. Unless

otherwise specifically indicated in this report, the walls and floors of

excavations must be protected from the elements, particularly
moisture, desiccation, frost action and construction traffic.

8.0 SUPPORT OF ADJACENT GROUND AND
STRUCTURES

Unless otherwise specifically advised, support of ground and

structures adjacent to the anticipated construction and preservation
of adjacent ground and structures from the adverse impact of

construction activity is required.

9.0 INFLUENCE OF CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY

There is a direct correlation between construction activity and

structural performance of adjacent buildings and other installations.
The influence of all anticipated construction activities should be

considered by the contractor, owner, architect and prime engineer

in consultation with a geotechnical engineer when the final design
and construction techniques are known.

10.0 OBSERVATIONS DURING CONSTRUCTION

Because of the nature of geological deposits, the judgmental nature

of geotechnical engineering, as well as the potential of adverse

circumstances arising from construction activity, observations
during site preparation, excavation and construction should be

carried out by a geotechnical engineer. These observations may

then serve as the basis for confirmation and/or alteration of
geotechnical recommendations or design guidelines presented

herein.

11.0 DRAINAGE SYSTEMS

Where temporary or permanent drainage systems are installed

within or around a structure, the systems which will be installed
must protect the structure from loss of ground due to internal

erosion and must be designed so as to assure continued

performance of the drains. Specific design detail of such systems
should be developed or reviewed by the geotechnical engineer.

Unless otherwise specified, it is a condition of this report that

effective temporary and permanent drainage systems are required
and that they must be considered in relation to project purpose and

function.

12.0 BEARING CAPACITY

Design bearing capacities, loads and allowable stresses quoted in

this report relate to a specific soil or rock type and condition.
Construction activity and environmental circumstances can

materially change the condition of soil or rock. The elevation at

which a soil or rock type occurs is variable. It is a requirement of
this report that structural elements be founded in and/or upon

geological materials of the type and in the condition assumed.

Sufficient observations should be made by qualified geotechnical
personnel during construction to assure that the soil and/or rock

conditions assumed in this report in fact exist at the site.

13.0 SAMPLES

EBA will retain all soil and rock samples for 30 days after this report

is issued. Further storage or transfer of samples can be made at
the Client’s expense upon written request, otherwise samples will

be discarded.

14.0 INFORMATION PROVIDED TO EBA BY OTHERS

During the performance of the work and the preparation of the

report, EBA may rely on information provided by persons other than
the Client. While EBA endeavours to verify the accuracy of such

information when instructed to do so by the Client, EBA accepts no

responsibility for the accuracy or the reliability of such information
which may affect the report.
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LIMITATIONS OF REPORT

This document and its contents are intended for the sole use of Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development Canada and their

agents. EBA Engineering Consultants Ltd. does not accept any responsibility for the accuracy of any of the information

contained or referenced in this document when the document is used or relied upon by any Party other than Aboriginal Affairs

and Northern Development Canada and their agents, or for any Project other than the proposed work at the subject sites. Any

such unauthorized use of this document is at the sole risk of the user.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 General

EBA Engineering Consultants Ltd., operating as EBA, A Tetra Tech Company (EBA), is pleased to submit this

Health and Safety Plan (HASP) to the Contaminants and Remediation Directorate (CARD), and Aboriginal

Affairs and the Northern Development Canada (AANDC) for the 2012 Monitoring Program for North Inca

Mine and Hidden Lake Mines. The sites are located 205 km north-northwest and 50 km east-northeast,

respectively, of Yellowknife, Northwest Territories. Reference numbers for this project are AANDC File

Number A-1632-11 / 00-05-6002-3, SOA Number 00-05-6002-3, and Call-up Number 1.

EBA understands that the AANDC/CARD Project Officer for the project is Mr. Sam Kennedy, and the

Environmental Management Specialist is Mr. Stanley Yee. EBA will act as the prime contractor onsite for

the 2012 geotechnical monitoring work.

1.2 EBA’s Safety Philosophy

This Health and Safety Plan is in compliance with EBA Practice Standards, “Creating a Project-Specific

Safety Plan” (P0801). At EBA, management regards the safety of employees as being of paramount

importance in the daily operation of our business. Accordingly, we will operate with the following safety

philosophy in mind:

 The safety of each employee is of vital importance in the successful conduct of our business.

 Risks can be avoided or controlled to prevent injuries.

 We must foster a safe work environment and ensure that work is performed safely.

 It is a condition of employment that each EBA employee be responsible for working safely with an

equal concern for the safety of coworkers and contractors.

 Safety excellence can only be achieved through the support and active participation of every employee

from every area of the company, regardless of their position.

 EBA believes that all injuries are preventable and that excellence in health and safety is the key to our

long-term success.

 EBA is committed to compliance with any and all government agencies, regulations and industry best

practices and will use audits to monitor, measure and improve our safety program.

1.3 Objectives

The objectives of the HASP are to provide specific guidance to field workers in order to mitigate site

specific hazards known to be associated with this project.

This site-specific HASP has been developed to establish health protection and safety requirements for

AANDC/CARD, locally-hired wildlife monitor, and EBA personnel working on the geotechnical monitoring

inspections at each site.
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The fieldwork associated with this project consists of geotechnical site reconnaissance, and comparison of

current conditions to conditions noted at the previous inspection. The fieldwork will take place on

August 21, 2012.

1.4 Responsibilities

Management, supervisors, employees and sub-contractors are responsible for following all safety program

requirements and safety practices. If procedures or practices are identified that require change, these

changes shall be accomplished through normal management review practice.

1.5 Compliance with Safety Policies and WSCC Rules

Workers must comply with the more stringent of either EBA or AANDC’s safety policies or rules. Workers

must comply with all safety regulations and laws of the Northwest Territories and Workers’ Safety and

Compensation Commission (WSCC)1 rules.

EBA employees have the right and responsibility to refuse unsafe work or perceived unsafe work, and to

report it.

1.6 Compliance with General Workplace Policies and Procedures

1.6.1 Alcohol/Drug Policy and Procedures

EBA is committed to providing a safe working environment for its employees. EBA makes every reasonable

effort to minimize risks associated with its operation and to provide a safe, healthy and productive work

place. EBA recognizes that the use of illicit drugs and the inappropriate use of alchol, medications or other

substances can have an adverse effect on the safety and well-being of our employees. The objective of this

policy is to minimize the risk of impaired performance due to substance abuse. We recognize that this can

only be achieved through the active participation of all employees. General requirements of the Alcohol

and Drug Program include:

 Employees must report for work free from the influence of alcohol or drugs.

 Employees taking prescription or non-prescription medications must be aware of the side-effects of

these medications.

 In the event of an accident or incident related to company business or company property, the

supervisor may refer an employee for assessment if alcohol or drugs are considered to be a

contributing factor.

Details of the policy are provided in Appendix A in the Safety Handbook.

1 “The Workers' Safety and Compensation Commission (WSCC) administers the Workers' Compensation Acts, the Safety Acts and Regulations, the Mine Health

and Safety Acts, and the Explosives Use Acts to protect workers in the Northwest Territories and Nunavut. The WSCC strongly commits to prevention, and

works to improve northern safety cultures through safety education. The WSCC also ensures that workers injured on the job get the compensation they are

entitled to.” (http://www.wscc.nt.ca/YourWSCC/Pages/default.aspx)
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1.6.2 Violence Prevention Policy

EBA is committed to providing a work environment in which the respect and safety of the employees is

paramount. The risk or occurrence of violent acts involving employees requires particular attention as the

risk or occurrence of violence undermines employees’ ability to work effectively and impacts their quality

of life. Any work-related threat or act of violence against employees, or their families, is unacceptable and

will not be tolerated.

Employees require safe working conditions which allow for effective client service; input into well-defined

violence protection and response procedures, support from supervisors and colleagues in preventing and

responding to incidents, safety from violence and harassment outside of the work setting that results from

their employment, and counselling if affected by a violent incident. Further information is provided in

EBA’s Corporate Safety Manual.

1.6.3 Harassment Prevention Policy

EBA is committed to providing a work environment that is free of discrimination or harassment, and

supportive of the productivity, dignity and self-esteem of every employee. As such, the company will not

condone personal harassment of or by any of its employees in the workplace or at any work-related and/or

staff social functions, or in any other circumstances. Further information is provided in EBA’s Corporate

Safety Manual.

1.6.4 Disciplinary Policy

Violation of known rules and procedures will subject an employee to disciplinary action in accordance with

the EBA discipline policy. Included among these violations are:

 Refusal to comply with reasonable instruction from authorized supervisors.

 Willful neglect or malicious mischief in the care or use of company property.

 Willful violation or disregard for safety regulations, thus endangering oneself and/or fellow

employees.

Infringements of safety policy are dealt with using a series of increasingly stringent measures, including a

verbal reminder for a first infringement, a written reminder for a second infringement that states the

consequences of a third infringement, and either probation or dismissal for a third infringement.

Details of the policy are provided in Appendix A in the Safety Handbook.
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2.0 SITE BACKGROUND

2.1 North Inca Mine

The North Inca Mine was a gold exploration property that operated between 1945 and 1949. The site is

situated on a point of land on Indin Lake known as the Inca Peninsula, approximately 205 km north-

northwest of Yellowknife, Northwest Territories and 15 km south of the Colomac Mine property. In

approximately 2007, Nighthawk Gold Corp, formerly known as Merc International Minerals Inc.,

established mineral claims at the North Inca site and drilling occurred on the west side of the North Inca

Peninsula in 2011.

Prior to site remediation, the site consisted of a two-storey frame bunkhouse, a cookhouse, a temporary

frame office/warehouse/ commissary, a 12 m head-frame, an air-operated double drum hoist, oil storage

tanks and a 10,000 gallon wood-stave water tank. The primary hazards and contaminants of concern on

site were metal and petroleum impacted media, waste rock, an open mine shaft, surface trenching,

deteriorated buildings and debris.

The site was remediated by AANDC between 2009 and 2010, with remediation including demolition of the

buildings and removal of fuel storage tanks, excavation and disposal off-site of hazardous and non-

hazardous waste/impacted soils, the capping of the open mine shaft and the contouring of the waste rock.

Following site remediation, the site entered an initial biannual monitoring phase (Years 1, 3, 5) and is

presently entering Year 3 of that schedule. The monitoring program consists of monitoring the geotechnical

stability of the engineered cap, backfilling of the trench, and re-sloping of the waste rock pile.

2.2 Hidden Lake Mine

The former Hidden Lake Mine, also known as the Ragged Ass Mine, was a small high-grade gold mining

operation that operated from 1959 to 1969 with the majority of the mining production taking place in

1968. The mine is located on the eastern shore of Hidden Lake, approximately 50 km east-northeast of

Yellowknife, Northwest Territories. At present, the Hidden Lake site has a third-party mineral lease that

expires in 2013.

The primary concerns at the site included physical hazards associated with two mine openings, an open

trench, sharp angular waste rock piles throughout the mine site and physical and aesthetic concerns

associated with abandoned equipment and debris. Environmental concerns included contaminated soils

(shallow deposits of metal leaching tailings in the mine site area, and surface petroleum hydrocarbon

contamination around building footprints and old fuel areas) and hazardous materials.

The site was remediated by AANDC in 2010, with remediation activities including backfilling of the west

shaft, and the surface trench and the construction of a concrete cap on the east shaft. Scrap metal and

debris were containerized and removed from site. Scrap metal, wood debris, petroleum hydrocarbon

contaminated soil, and asbestos-containing materials were disposed of at the Yellowknife landfill. Tailings,

lead batteries, fuel, and a small amount of calcium carbide were all disposed of at the KBL Waste Transfer

Facility landfill in Alberta.
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Following remediation, the site entered into monitoring. The monitoring program consists of monitoring

the geotechnical stability of the concrete cap, backfilling of the shaft, and trench.

3.0 CONTACTS

3.1 EBA Contacts

Title Name Phone

EBA Project Manager

Field Geotechnical Specialist
Ms. Rita Kors-Olthof

Phone: 867.766.3728 x257

Cell: 403.763.9881

EBA Alternate

Project Manager
Mr. Rory Farrell

Phone: 780.777.5463

Cell: 780.777.5463

EBA Project Sponsor and

EBA Contact
Mr. David Das

Phone: 780.451.2130 x256

Cell: 780.886.3055

Alternate EBA Contact Mr. Bill Horne
Phone: 780.451.2130 x276

Cell: 780.914.2792

EBA Logistics Coordinator Mr. Sean Whitaker
Phone: 867.766.3728 x258

Cell: 867.446.3805

EBA Yellowknife Contact Mr. Steve Moore
Phone: 867.766.3728 x256

or 867-873-9639

Alternate Yellowknife Contact Ms. Dianne Miller Phone: 867.920.2287

Satellite Phone Number EBA – Field Team Phone: 011.8816.234.16755

3.2 Client Contacts

Title Name Phone

AANDC Project Officer Mr. Sam Kennedy Phone: 867.669.2418

AANDC Environmental

Management Specialist
Mr. Stanley Yee Phone: 867.669.2665

AANDC Logistics

Coordinator
Patti Garbutt Cell: 867.445.5232
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3.3 Sub-contractor Contact

Sub-Contractor
(Role)

Contact Name Contact Phone/E-mail

Wildlife Monitor Fred Sangris
Phone: 867.669.0703

Cell: 867.445.3768

3.4 Hospital

Stanton Territorial Hospital

550 Byrne Road

Yellowknife, NT

Phone: 867.669.4111

Medivac: 867.669.4115

3.5 Helicopter

Great Slave Helicopters

Contact: Mr. Louis Trottier

Phone: 867.873.2081

Cell: 867.444.8284

4.0 SAFETY DOCUMENTATION

 Safety Handbook for the EBA Group of Companies (Appendix A)

 Arctic Pre-Job Hazard Assessment (Appendix B)

 Hazard-Near Miss Card (Appendix C)

 Safe Work Guidelines (Appendix D)

 Safe Work Procedures (Appendix E)

5.0 PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT

5.1 EBA’S PPE Policy

Purpose

The purpose of this Policy is to minimize injuries to employees by utilizing personal protective equipment

(PPE) and by providing training in the care, use and limitations of PPE.

Policy

 It is the Policy of EBA to provide training and to enforce the appropriate selection and use of PPE when

and where required by its employees.
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 On job sites, all employees will wear appropriate apparel as identified in the hazardous assessment for

that work site. While most work sites require a minimum of safety boots, safety glasses, safety vest

and hard hat, this requirement may be adjusted if site conditions indicate that different PPE is

warranted.

 PPE will be inspected daily by the user. Any damaged PPE will be repaired or replaced within

24 hours or sooner if it is needed to complete a task.

 EBA will provide or make arrangements for specialty PPE on any jobsite with specialty requirements.

The Safety information in this policy does not take precedence over the following Northwest Territories

legislation: the Workers Compensation Act and the Consolidation of General Safety Act and Regulations.

All employees should be familiar with this legislation.

5.2 Protective Equipment and Supplies

The minimum personal protective equipment (PPE) and site specific protective equipment and supplies are

listed in the following table. All items should be checked prior to conducting the fieldwork.

Table 1: Safety Equipment and Supplies Checklist

Item Quantity Check Box

Satellite Phone One

Two-way radios for ground communications Four/Five

Spot Locator / Personal Locator Beacon One

Bug Spray Two

Bug hat or jacket Personal

Sun cream Personal

Sun Hat Personal

Rain Jacket Personal

Bear spray One

Bear banger kit N/A

Pressure Air Horn One

First Aid kit Two

Sealed water resistant bags Two

GPS One

Compass One

Safety glasses or approved safety prescription glasses (optional) Personal

Hard hat (optional) Personal

Steel-toed boots or hiking boots – good grip and ankle protection Personal

Rain Boots Personal

Ear plugs Personal

Blankets Four

*Emergency Survival Kit One

Fire Extinguisher None
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Table 1: Safety Equipment and Supplies Checklist

Item Quantity Check Box

First Aid Kit Two

Spill Kit N/A

Bear Monitor One

Notes:

* One Emergency Survival Kit provided by AANDC, each include: one five-man tent, five sleeping bags, five thermarests,

one propane burner, five propane canisters, one first aid knife, one survival knife, one pot with lid, one tarp, 75

dehydrated food portions, matches and strike flints, bottled water or water purification tablets or filter.

6.0 GENERAL WORK PLAN

Prior to Commencing Fieldwork at the Former Mine Sites

 All EBA field personnel to obtain the following safety certificates:

 WHMIS;

 Hazard Assessment and Control;

 Standard First Aid with CPR C;

 Bear Awareness; and

 Helicopter Safety.

 AANDC Project Officer will be provided all training certificates and documentation.

 Obtain medical information on field workers, specifically special medical conditions, allergies and

emergency contacts.

 Obtain MSDS of bear spray, review and ensure safety kit is supplied with appropriate mitigative

measures.

 Team Leader to complete as much of Arctic Pre-Job Hazard Assessment (APJHA) as feasible and have it

reviewed prior to leaving for field and update the APJHA after the site reconnaissance.

Site 1 (Hidden Lake)

 Identify staging area for the site.

 Ensure survival gear and a working satellite phone will be available upon landing.

 Contact EBA to inform safe arrival to site and location via satellite phone and SPOT/PLB.

 Conduct Arctic Pre-Job Hazard Assessment with all team members.

 Conduct Site Reconnaissance.

 Conduct Arctic Pre-Job Hazard Assessment with all team members to discuss found conditions.

Discuss and assign work tasks for the day. Work with no significant scope changes can proceed.
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 Phone EBA and/or AANDC Project Officer if/as needed to discuss work changes and obtain approval

for any needed change. Work can proceed on modified work plan following approval from AANDC.

 Inform affected staff as to changes in work, if any.

 Reassemble team for safety meeting whenever new hazards are found.

 Upon completion of work at site provide brief verbal description of work completed and challenges

verbally to EBA; notify EBA of intended next destination.

Site 2 (North Inca)

 Identify staging area for the site.

 Ensure survival gear and a working satellite phone will be available upon landing.

 Contact EBA to inform safe arrival to site and location via satellite phone and SPOT/PLB.

 Conduct Arctic Pre-Job Hazard Assessment with all team members.

 Conduct Site Reconnaissance.

 Conduct Arctic Pre-Job Hazard Assessment with all team members to discuss found conditions.

Discuss and assign work tasks for the day. Work with no significant scope changes can proceed.

 Phone EBA and/or AANDC Project Officer if/as needed to discuss work changes and obtain approval

for any needed change. Work can proceed on modified work plan following approval from AANDC.

 Inform affected staff as to changes in work, if any.

 Reassemble team for safety meeting whenever new hazards are found.

 Upon completion of work at site provide brief verbal description of work completed and challenges

verbally to EBA. Notify EBA of intent to return to Yellowknife.

Upon return to Yellowknife, inform EBA of safe return.

7.0 SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS

7.1 Required Safety Meetings

A pre-job hazard assessment meeting, attended by all team members, will be conducted at least once at the

beginning of each day and whenever new safety hazards are encountered. On the first day of site work a

second meeting must be held following site reconnaissance to discuss discovered safety hazards and

conditions. A site orientation form will be signed by all personnel on site and provided to AANDC.

The helicopter pilot will provide a pre-flight safety orientation, and will participate in the on-site safety

meetings.

7.2 Safety Certificates

Field members must be able to provide AANDC with copies of all safety certificates before going into field.
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7.3 Site-Specific Safety Considerations

The following are special safety considerations with respect to this site:

 Access to both sites is via helicopter. Hazards from the helicopter include potential of injury from

being struck by a rotor (tail or main), noise, impact from objects blown around by prop-wash, hot

exhaust, improper storage of equipment or potentially airborne chemicals (e.g. bear spray), and being

stranded in a remote location. Instructions and signals from the pilot must be strictly followed when

approaching, boarding or exiting the helicopter, and when loading or unloading it. Personnel must

stay within the pilot’s range of vision, approach or leave the helicopter in a crouched position and only

from the front or sides (on the low side in sloping terrain), and stay away from the tail rotor and rear

of the helicopter.

 The site is remote. Emergency and minor medical aid provided by a medic contracted by Nighthawk

Gold Corp. is available at Colomac Mine, 15 km from North Inca Mine. No emergency care is available

near Hidden Lake. Further medical aid is in Yellowknife, 205 and 50 km away, respectively, from

North Inca and Hidden Lake Mines. Therefore, prevention of injuries is of utmost importance.

Survival gear must be included with supplies in the event of weather delays or mechanical difficulties.

All workers should have two-way radios to communicate with one another in the event of an

emergency. A working satellite phone must also be present on site. It is understood that the

helicopter will remain on site, and its communications systems will also be available.

 Wildlife can be present and extra precautions should be undertaken in these circumstances. Bears are

unpredictable and work areas should be secured by the wildlife monitor in the event of an aggressive

bear. At least one bear monitor will be present while conducting work at each site. The bear monitor

is to always be within shooting range of each person on site (to be discussed with local bear monitor

during the site safety meeting).

 Biting insects are a hazard and workers should have either a bug hat, bug jacket, insect repellent or

combination.

 Workers should anticipate extreme weather conditions from cold, windy and rainy conditions to hot

weather. Appropriate PPE should correspond with the appropriate weather conditions. Safety

guidelines for working in extreme weather conditions can be found in Section 3.0 of Appendix D.

 Physical labour and an ability to work in rugged terrain is a requirement at this site and workers

should notify the project manager of any physical condition they have which would endanger them if

they conduct this work. Hazards include trip-and-fall hazards. A detailed procedure on proper safe

lifting can be found in Appendix E.

 EBA will investigate any site incident of any magnitude prior to continuing work.

7.4 Check-in Calls

A minimum of two call-ins to EBA will be made daily, upon arrival at the site and upon arrival at the end of

the day back in Yellowknife. If both North Inca and Hidden Lake sites will be visited on the same day, then

additional calls should be made to inform EBA of departure from first site and arrival at second site. If
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possible, the Field Geotechnical Specialist will pre-arrange times with primary EBA contacts (Steve Moore

in Yellowknife, David Das in Edmonton).

8.0 EMERGENCY RESPONSE PLAN

8.1 Emergency Contact Numbers

Satellite Phone Number

(on-site)
EBA

Phone: 011.8816.234.16755

To receive calls: Dial (480) 768-2500, then

it prompts you for the 12 digit #.

Fire Wekweètì 867-713-2222

Police - RCMP Yellowknife

867-920-1111

867-873-1111

867-669-1111

(any Yellowknife prefix, followed by 1111)

Fire Yellowknife

867-920-2222

867-873-2222

867-669-2222

(any Yellowknife prefix, followed by 2222)

Colomac Mine Colomac Mine Site Phone: 604-628-5235

Medivac Yellowknife 867-669-4115

Coast Guard Auxiliary Central & Arctic Region 1-800-267-7270

Stanton Territorial Hospital Yellowknife 867.669.4111 (switchboard)

Mr. Greg Goth (EBA CSO)
Office

Cell

(780) 451-2130 x247

(780) 914-4236

8.2 Emergency Response Plan

There are four main types of potential emergencies that could potentially occur at the site:

 When there is a bear (or other potential dangerous animal) encounter;

 When there is a significant injury or illness that occurs at the site;

 When a field person misses their call-in and/or is lost; and

 When the field crew misses their check-in call with EBA.
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8.2.1 Bear Encounter

If someone encounters a bear on-site, only the bear monitor and the person(s) reporting the bear sighting

should communicate and all other personnel will refrain from radio use. All others will, if safe to do so

(i.e., so as not to encounter the bear), report to a pre-determined staging area, likely the helicopter in most

situations. The bear monitor will proceed to where the bear was sighted to assist the person making the

sighting return to the staging area, monitor the bear’s activities and determine when it is safe to again

proceed with work.

8.2.2 Significant Injury or Illness

For a significant injury or illness that occurs at the site, the affected person, or the person discovering this

person, will radio or call for assistance and all nearby personnel trained in standard first aid will proceed to

assist. One person will be assigned to retrieve the first aid kit. One person will radio or satellite call the

helicopter, which will also be equipped with a radio or satellite phone. Once first aid has been given and if

it is safe to do so, the person will be evacuated to the helicopter and sent to Colomac Mine for minor

medical treatment (for North Inca) and Yellowknife for major medical treatment (for either North Inca or

Hidden Lake). The local medical facility will be notified by satellite phone.

8.2.3 Missed Call-In (Site Local)

Both sites are understood to be very small sites. However, in the event that a person is to be separated

from the group for some reason, a call-in schedule should be established. If there is a missed call-in, all

personnel should be notified by radio that a person has missed their call-in. Personnel nearest the last

known location of the person having missed the call-in will assist in a search of the last known location to

find the person missing the call. If after a five-minute search the person is still not found, all personnel will

stop work and meet at the last known location and coordinate a search. If the person remains missing after

30 minutes, the RCMP, EBA and AANDC will be notified, and the coordinated search will continue until the

person is found.

8.2.4 Missed Check-in Calls (to EBA Off-Site)

In the event of a missed check-in call to EBA by more than four hours, the EBA contact (Yellowknife or

Edmonton) should first try to contact the field team by satellite phone and if not successful, contact Louis

Trottier of Great Slave Helicopters at 867.873.2081 (office) or 867.444.8284 (cell) to obtain an update from

the helicopter pilot on fieldwork team’s status. If not successful with the helicopter pilot, the Coast Guard

should be contacted at 1.800.267.7270. If also unsuccessful with the Coast Guard, the RCMP should be

contacted at 867.669.1111.

8.2.5 Other Emergencies

For all other types of emergencies, all personnel should report to the staging area, if safe to do so.
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8.3 Incident Contact Personnel

In the event of an incident, the following people will be contacted in the order below:

EBA Edmonton Contact Mr. David Das
Phone: 780.451.2130 x256

Cell: 780.866.3055

EBA Corporate Safety Officer Mr. Greg Goth
Phone: 780.451.2130 x247

Cell: 780.914.4236

AANDC Logistics Coordinator Ms. Patti Garbutt Cell: 867.445.5232

If there has been an injury on site, the Workers’ Safety and Compensation Commission (WSCC) will be

contacted and the appropriate paper work completed to ensure that documentation is submitted to the

appropriate labour authorities.

9.0 DELIVERABLE DOCUMENTS

In the event of a near miss, hazard or emergency, documentation will be completed. The following forms

will be used depending on the circumstances of the safety incident.

 Completed Arctic Pre-Job Hazard Assessments will be placed on SharePoint under “Health and Safety

Plan - Site Monitoring Plan - APJHAs - Records” folder.

 Submit Worker Emergency Medical and Sign-in.

 Submit Unsafe Condition/Hazard-Near Miss Report Cards to EBA safety officer and to AANDC Project

Officer.
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10.0 CLOSURE

We trust this Health and Safety Plan satisfies your present requirements. If you have any questions or

comments, please contact the undersigned.

Sincerely,

EBA Engineering Consultants Ltd.

Prepared by: Reviewed by:

Rita Kors-Olthof, P.Eng., P.E. Rory Farrell, MSc.

Senior Geotechnical Engineer, NT/NU Region Senior Environmental Geologist

Engineering Practice Environmental Practice

Direct Line: 403.763.9881 Direct Line: 780.777.5463

rkors-olthof@eba.ca rfarrell@eba.ca

Reviewed by:

David Das, P.Eng.

Project Director

Environmental Practice

Direct Line: 780.451.2130 x256

ddas@eba.ca
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RECEIPT OF SAFETY HANDBOOK CONFIRMATION

Please complete and return a copy to your Safety representative.

This is to acknowledge that I have received my copy of the EBA Safety Handbook and an orientation of the complete EBA

Safety Orientation Program. I understand and agree that compliance with the requirements of the EBA Safety Program and

any additional safety rules, regulations or orientations provided to me by EBA is mandatory and a condition of my employment.

Print Name Signature (Employee)

Date

This is to acknowledge that I have delivered a copy of the EBA Safety Handbook and a complete orientation of the EBA Safety

Orientation Program to the person who signed the above receipt. I further submit that I have made this person aware of our

site orientation policy.

Print Name Signature (Safety Representative or Officer)

Date
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Much of the material presented in this handbook is, by design, brief in nature. Much more detailed

information is presented in the EBA’s Corporate Safety Manual located on the Safety SharePoint site):

http://prjects.eba.ca/sites/EBATeams/Support/Safety/Shared%20Documents/Forms/Manual%20and%2

0Handbook.aspx

You are required to read this booklet and become familiar with its contents. Once you have completed

reading this handbook take it to your office or group safety representative and ask them to verify by

signature that you have read and understand the contents. Please keep a copy in a handy location where it

will be available for ready reference.

Rules and regulations are an important part of our operation. To acquaint you with these rules and to

assist you in recognizing and avoiding safety hazards, general rules, regulations and safety guidelines are

described in this handbook. You have a responsibility to yourself and to fellow employees to learn,

understand, follow, and where appropriate, to recommend improvements to the handbook. It is a

condition of employment to do so. Non-compliance with these rules, regulations and procedures will not

be tolerated.

This booklet is your guide for working safely at EBA. Read it carefully and make safety a way of life.

Together we can keep EBA a safe and secure place to work.

2.0 EBA SAFETY PHILOSOPHY

EBA regards the safety of employees as being paramount importance in the daily operation of our business.

Accordingly, we will operate with the following safety philosophy in mind:

 The safety of each employee is of vital importance in the successful conduct of our business.

 Risks can be avoided or controlled to prevent injuries.

 We must foster a safe work environment and ensure that work is performed safely.

 It is a condition of employment that each EBA employee be responsible for working safely with an

equal concern for the safety of coworkers and contractors.

 Safety excellence can only be achieved through the support and active participation of every employee

from every area of the company, regardless of their position.

 EBA believes that all injuries are preventable and that excellence in health and safety is the key to our

long-term success.

 EBA is committed to compliance with any and all government agencies, regulations and industry best

practices and will use audits to monitor, measure and improve our safety program.

http://prjects.eba.ca/sites/EBATeams/Support/Safety/Shared Documents/Forms/Manual and Handbook.aspx
http://prjects.eba.ca/sites/EBATeams/Support/Safety/Shared Documents/Forms/Manual and Handbook.aspx
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3.0 POLICIES

3.1 Safety Orientation Program

Prior to or immediately after commencing employment, employees will be advised about company safety

policy. Items to be covered during this orientation will include, but not be limited to:

 Job Site Orientation

 Safety Rules and Regulations

 Workplace Hazardous Materials Information System

 Emergency Procedures

 Personal Protective Equipment

 Fire Prevention

 Potential Job Hazards

 Safety Responsibilities, including a description and responsibility requirements

 Other items of a project specific nature

3.2 Policy for Safety Training

Purpose

The purpose of this policy is to provide for general and specialized safety and related training throughout

all levels of the organization.

Policy

The company will provide, and employees will participate, in all safety and related training that is

necessary to minimize losses of human and physical resources of the company.

This training may include, but not be limited to:

 New hire safety orientations and re-orientation every three years

 Responsibility to refuse unsafe or perceived unsafe work and reporting

 Job-specific training

 Safety training for supervisors and management

 Task and trade-specific training and certification

 Specialized safety and related training

 Training in the use of the tools, equipment and machinery required to perform work

 Training in spill prevention and response procedures
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3.3 Policy for Personal Protective Equipment

Purpose

The purpose of this Policy is to minimize injuries to employees by utilizing personal protective equipment
(PPE).

Policy

It is the Policy of this Company to enforce the appropriate selection and use of PPE when and where

required by its employees.

When working in the laboratory and in area where indicated, all employees will wear steel-toed shoes or

boots, coveralls or lab coats and safety glasses (when taking a client on a tour of our laboratory facilities, it

is essential for their protection that they wear safety glasses).

On job sites, all employees will wear appropriate PPE as identified in the hazard assessment for that work

site. (Please note: Most work sites require a minimum of safety boots, safety glasses, safety vest and hard

hat.)

PPE will be inspected daily by the user. Any damaged PPE will be repaired or replaced within 24 hours or

sooner if it is needed to complete a task.

The Company will provide or make arrangements for specialty PPE on any job site with special

requirements.

The Safety information in this policy does not take precedence over OH&S Regulations. All employees

should be familiar with the OH&S Act, Regulation and Code.

3.4 Equipment / Vehicle Maintenance Safety Program

Each office shall maintain a current inventory of equipment and vehicles. Any equipment purchased must

be capable of performing the task, and selected and used in accordance with the manufacturer's

specifications. Records on the equipment shall be kept for the life of the equipment. A maintenance

schedule shall be established for each piece of equipment based on the manufacturer’s requirements. Each

office shall conduct an equipment maintenance inspection at least annually to ensure that all equipment is

working properly and shall maintain and review equipment manuals for recommended safety, operational

and maintenance procedures. This inspection should be conducted by the office/group safety

representative and one other person. Any equipment identified to be defective shall be labelled “Out of

Service” (tagged out) and not be used until repaired or replaced. When identified as damaged, an EBA

Damaged Equipment Form must be completed by the last person using the equipment and the form should

be submitted to the office/group safety representative who will responsibly delegate the repair or

replacement of the equipment. Repairs are to be conducted by competent workers. Non-repairable

equipment shall be removed from the inventory. The same process should be followed for any equipment

that is damaged during the course of work. Equipment being inspected must have its power supply

disconnected when being inspected. All tools and equipment shall be inspected prior to being used.
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3.5 Policy for Safety Inspection

Purpose

The purpose of this policy is to control losses of human and material resources by identifying and

correcting unsafe acts and conditions.

Policy

EBA shall ensure that appropriate safety inspections are conducted at all office and laboratory facilities.

 Each office will have the designated Safety Representative, along with one other person, conduct a

planned quarterly safety inspection recording all unsafe conditions. Appropriate action must be taken if

an unsafe condition requires immediate action. All unsafe conditions are to be rectified within 24 hours.

 Inspections should include review of the equipment to be used on site and include ensuring safeguards

are in place. Equipment with safeguards removed are to be removed from service.

3.6 Accident / Incident Investigation Policy

Purpose

The purpose of this policy is to ensure that we investigate incidents so that causes can be determined and

corrective actions can be implemented to prevent recurrence.

Policy

All incidents involving damage to equipment, personal injury or vehicle damage must be reported to the

Corporate Safety Officer (CSO).

All incidents as noted below must be reported immediately to the Safety Representative of the group or

office who will conduct initial investigations and submit recommendations to his/her Project Director.

Investigations of serious incidents must be conducted by the respective Project Director to determine the

appropriate corrective actions to be taken and ensure that such actions are implemented. All actions are to

have a target date set for implementation. Any work that results in an injury to EBA workers is not to be

restarted until the investigation is completed. The results of the investigation will be passed on so that all

employees benefit from the review of incidents. Records of all incidents are to be maintained for three

years. The CSO will be responsible for coordinating the reporting of the following:

 Lost time accidents, including fatalities

 Medical aid/restricted work accidents including musculoskeletal injuries

 Preventable vehicle accidents

 Damage to equipment, property and materials

 Security incidents

 Spills and other environmental incidents
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 Fires

 Near misses

Project Directors, with assistance from the safety representative of the respective group or office, will be

responsible for reporting lost time incidents and fatalities to the CSO. The CSO will report the incidents to

the President of the company.

3.7 Alcohol / Drug Policy and Procedures

EBA is committed to providing a safe working environment for its employees. EBA makes every reasonable

effort to minimize risks associated with its operation and to provide a safe, healthy and productive work

place. EBA recognizes that the use of illicit drugs and the inappropriate use of alcohol, medications or other

substances can have an adverse effect on the safety and well-being of our employees. The objective of this

policy is to minimize the risk of impaired performance due to substance abuse. We recognize that this can

only be achieved through the active participation of all employees.

General Requirements of the Alcohol and Drug Program

 Employees must report for work free from the influence of alcohol or drugs.

 Employees taking prescription or non-prescription medications must be aware of the side effects of

the medication and make their immediate supervisor aware of these circumstances in writing.

 In the event of an accident or incident on company property, or when in possession of a company

vehicle, the supervisor may refer an employee for assessment if alcohol or drugs are considered to be a

contributing factor.

 EBA reserves the right, prior to employment, to refer for assessment, any potential employee for

alcohol and drug testing.

 In addition, EBA also reserves the right to request any employee to submit to alcohol and drug testing.

 Employees who feel they have an alcohol or drug problem are encouraged to involve EBA in the

rehabilitation process.

 The use of alcohol at company sanctioned events is to be kept to a reasonable limit and individuals are

expected to be personally responsible with respect to consumption of alcohol.

Responsibilities of Supervisors / Managers

 Supervisors and managers are responsible for ensuring that all of the employees for whom they are

responsible are aware of this policy. They are also responsible for observing job performances and

dealing with performance issues covered under this policy.

 A supervisor or a manager of an employee need not request the employee submit to an alcohol and

drug test if the supervisor or manager, after consultation with the next level of management, concludes

that there are reasonable grounds to believe that the use of alcohol and drugs did not cause the

accident, near miss or other potentially dangerous incident.
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 EBA has the right to remove any EBA employee from work should the employee exhibit impaired job

performance due to abuse of drugs or alcohol.

 Should a non-compliant employee refuse to cooperate with their supervisor, that supervisor has the

right to suspend or terminate that employee.

Summary

EBA will make every effort to ensure that the company provides a safe and healthy working environment

for its employees. EBA will provide help to any employee who identifies that they have a drug or alcohol

dependence problem. EBA will make every effort to help arrange for a rehabilitation program and to allow

for reassessment and reinstatement when the employee is deemed compliant with the program.

3.8 Policy for Sharing Safety Information

All Safety Meeting Minutes must be shared in writing with the appropriate staff by the use of

bulletin boards, email, and memos.

Should any staff member have a safety concern that they feel may be important to the Company, the

concern should be submitted in writing to their supervisor with a copy to the CSO. All concerns will be

reviewed and discussed with the person who submitted the concern.

3.9 Policy for Working Alone

For this policy “working alone” is defined as working alone at a work site (field or office) in circumstances

where assistance is not readily available in the event of an injury, illness or emergency.

When an employee is required to work alone, EBA shall undertake the following safety procedures:

Hazard Assessment

Conduct a hazard assessment to identify existing or potential hazards arising from the conditions and

circumstances of the employee’s work activity. If hazards are identified, steps shall be taken to eliminate

the hazard or control the hazard if it is not practicable to eliminate the hazard.

Communication

Establish an effective means of communicating between the employee and persons capable of responding

to the employee’s needs.

Summary

This “working alone policy” is very much common sense. Where we need to have employees working alone

we need to understand the hazards or potential hazards and then develop a communication plan based on

those hazards. As in all areas of safety, it is everyone’s responsibility to identify potential safety hazards

and respond accordingly.
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3.9.1 Working Alone - Outside the Office

Hazard Assessment

The nature of EBA’s work is such that we will have employees working alone in the field. Each EBA

Division (Engineering, Environmental, Transportation and Corporate) shall review the circumstances

where their employees are required to work alone to ensure compliance with the Hazard Assessment part

of this “working alone” policy. This requirement is not seen as anything different from what our common

practice is, however, a more formal process. It is now a requirement that this hazard assessment process

be documented.

Communication

When employees are required to work alone in the field, they shall inform, at a minimum, another EBA

employee of their plans, including where they are going, what they will be doing and when they will return.

If a person outside of EBA is utilized, that person shall be provided appropriate information and

procedures required to react to instances when employees do not check in or return as scheduled

An effective means of communication shall be established based on the results of the hazard assessment.

The communication may involve telephone, radio or other electronic communication device. If electronic

communication is not practicable or readily available, then arrangements must be made for either another

person to visit the site or for the employee to contact another person on a regular interval basis

appropriate for the nature of the hazards associated with the work.

3.9.2 Working Alone - Inside the Office

A daily hazard assessment will not be required for working alone in the office. Working alone in the office

would typically only occur after regular business hours. An effective means of communication in this

circumstance shall include ensuring someone knows when you will be returning home. In the offices that

have security systems, they should be used to advise that an employee is working alone in the office and

the employee’s telephone number should be easily available in case of emergency.

3.10 Fatigue Policy

The Employment Standards Code in each province or territory defines the maximum number of hours that

can be worked in one day and the maximum number of days that can be worked before consecutive days of

rest are required.

Summary - Hours of Work and Days of Rest

EBA’s Fatigue Policy is based on the Code and is as follows:

 Employees are limited to 12 hours of work in any one day, allowing for, in the case of an emergency,

additional hours to be worked if permission is agreed to by the Projector Director and the employee.

 Employees must receive at least eight consecutive hours of rest immediately following the completion

of their shift.
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An employer must give an employee:

 One day of rest each week

 Two consecutive days of rest in each period of two consecutive weeks

 Three consecutive days of rest in each period of three consecutive weeks

 Four consecutive days of rest in each period of four consecutive weeks

 After 24 consecutive days of work, employees must be provided with at least four consecutive days of rest.

The complete EBA Fatigue Policy is located in the EBA Corporate Safety Manual.

3.11 Environmental Policy

EBA, A Tetra Tech Company (EBA) recognizes that the health of the environment is intrinsic to our

company and the well being of our employees, the clients we serve, the communities we live and work in

and future generations.

Our Commitment

We demonstrate our commitment to the protection of our environment by:

 Assessing, monitoring and managing our energy consumption and waste generation

 Educating and engaging all of our employees on conservation and environmental sustainability

 Recognizing employee and community leadership with respect to environmental stewardship

 Offering practical and innovative environmentally-friendly solutions to our clients

 Integrating environmental responsibility into our operation, procurement practices, organization

culture and the services we offer

3.12 Safety Discipline Policy

Infringement of safety policy will be dealt with in the following manner:

Verbal Reminder: The supervisor will identify the infringement to the employee, and the

supervisor will explain the correct procedure.

Written Reminder: A second infringement will be documented in writing with agreement to

comply with acceptable procedures being recorded. The probable

consequences of a third infringement should be identified in the written

documentation. These include suspension without pay or termination for

serious cases.

Probation or Dismissal: A third infringement will entail either the employee being placed on

probationary employment status, which requires a second written warning, or

in the event of a serious misdemeanour the employee may be dismissed, with

cause, immediately.
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3.13 Driver Distraction Policy

The EBA Driver Distraction Policy prohibits the use of electronic communication devices (ECDs) (i.e., cell

phones, both handheld and hands-free, BlackBerries, etc.) while driving a company vehicle or

personal/rental vehicle on company business. EBA strongly encourages staff to implement this policy for

their own personal use in order to provide a safe environment for their families.

There are countless distractions that can put safe vehicle operation at risk. Any distraction could cause a

serious crash resulting in personal injury or death. While driving, EBA employees must be aware of all

distractions and minimize/eliminate the risk to themselves, other workers and the general public by

concentrating on the task at hand, which is driving the vehicle.

The entire policy is located in the EBA Corporate Safety Manual in SharePoint Safety.

3.14 Hearing Conservation

EBA employees who are exposed to noise levels exceeding 85 dBA Leq at work are to be included in the

hearing conservation program. The program consists of an initial (baseline) hearing test and is

supplemented by bi-annual testing. The program is described in its entirety in Section 1.3.14 of EBA’s

Corporate Safety Manual located on the Safety SharePoint site:

http://projects.eba.ca/sites/EBATeams/Support/Safety/Shared%20Documents/Forms/Manual%20and%

20Handbook.aspx

3.15 Return to Work Policy

EBA is committed to providing a safe workplace for our employees. Preventing work-related illness and

injury is a primary goal of our safety program. EBA will make every reasonable effort to provide suitable

return to work opportunities for every employee who is unable to perform her/his regular duties following

a work-related illness or injury. This may include modifying the employee’s regular duties to provide

meaningful temporary alternative or transitional work. Returning workers are expected to participate in

this program and are expected to provide feedback in order to improve the program’s future development.

3.16 EBA Harassment Policy

EBA is committed to providing a work environment that is free of discrimination or harassment and

supportive of the productivity, dignity and self esteem of every employee. As such, the company will not

condone personal harassment of or by any of its employees in the workplace or at any work-related and/or

staff social functions, or in any other circumstances. The complete Harassment Policy is located in the EBA

Corporate Safety Manual on the Safety SharePoint site.

3.17 EBA Violence Prevention Policy

EBA is committed to providing a work environment in which the respect and safety of the employees is

paramount. The risk or occurrence of violent acts involving employees requires particular attention as the

risk or occurrence of violence undermines employees’ ability to work effectively and impacts their quality

of life. Any work-related threat or act of violence against employees, or their families, is unacceptable and

will not be tolerated.

http://projects.eba.ca/sites/EBATeams/Support/Safety/Shared Documents/Forms/Manual and Handbook.aspx
http://projects.eba.ca/sites/EBATeams/Support/Safety/Shared Documents/Forms/Manual and Handbook.aspx
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Employees require safe working conditions which allow for effective client service; input into well-defined

violence protection and response procedures, support from supervisors and colleagues in preventing and

responding to incidents, safety from violence and harassment outside of the work setting that results from

their employment, and counselling if affected by a violent incident. The complete EBA Violence Prevention

Policy is located in the EBA Corporate Safety Manual on the Safety SharePoint site.

4.0 SAFETY PROGRAM GUIDELINES

The following outlines the standards that will be met when EBA is working for a specific client.

The extent of implementation may be adjusted somewhat to fit the specific requirements of the job,

depending on the size and duration of the project and the associated hazards. EBA engineers and

technologists are prepared to work with client personnel to assist in the implementation of this program in

co-ordination with their program.

On projects where EBA is identified as the prime contractor, there is an OH&S requirement to establish a

project-specific Environmental Health and Safety Plan (EHSP). The plan should be created in accordance

with EBA Procedure P0801 “Creating a Project-Specific Safety Plan”.

The key elements of the program are as follows:

Management Responsibility

 Ensure the health and safety of the employer’s workers and other workers present at the work site.

 Establish occupational, health and safety policies and an OH&S program.

 Provide general direction to managers, supervisors and workers about their roles and responsibilities

in providing a safe and healthy workplace.

 Provide specific direction to those responsible for health and safety.

 Consult and cooperate with individuals carrying out occupational health and safety duties (including

joint safety committee members, safety representatives and Workplace Safety Officers).

 Provide supervisors with the support and training necessary to carry out their health and safety

responsibilities.

 Provide accident investigation training to all supervisors, including training on investigation

techniques.

 Provide protective equipment, devices and clothing as required.

Supervisor Responsibility

 Provide workers with the information, instruction, training and supervision necessary to protect their

health and safety.

 Prior to work starting and again at intervals sufficient to ensure the safety of workers, conduct hazard

assessments to identify the hazards pertinent to the type of work being performed. A review of any
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corrective measures must be performed to ensure a new hazard was not created by the corrective

measures. Share the results of the hazard assessment with all those workers associated with EBA’s

work on site.

 Ensure that the safety regulations, safe work practices (SWP), safe job procedures and operating

instructions are correctly applied by the workers.

 Ensure that tools and equipment provided are safe and suitable for the job.

 Ensure that appropriate PPE and clothing is made available to workers.

 Take disciplinary action in the case of deliberate infractions of safety rules and regulations including

compliance with the wearing of PPE.

 Investigate all unsafe conditions reported to them and ensure that corrective actions are taken before

work continues.

 Consult and cooperate with safety representatives, joint committee members, OH&S inspectors and

other contractors in carrying out health and safety duties on site.

Employee Responsibilities

 Perform all tasks assigned to them safely in accordance with supervisor’s instructions and the safety

rules, regulations and practices of EBA, OH&S and the contractors’ or clients’ site-specific

requirements.

 Be alert to potential hazards and report all unsafe conditions or practices to your supervisor. When

dealing with machinery or equipment with moving exposed contact areas, ensure the SWP is followed.

Should you identify areas not covered by the SWP, contact your supervisor.

 Review equipment specification prior to using and use equipment as it was designed to be used.

 Maintain equipment in accordance with the manufacturer’s specifications and tag out any damaged

equipment. Provide quarterly inspections on vehicles by approved service depots or dealers.

 When on site, cooperate and participate with other workers and site safety personnel carrying out

their safety duties.

 Attend the EBA New Employee Safety Orientation and a refresher course every three years.

Inspection Requirements

 Pre-job site inspection to be done jointly by EBA and other appropriate site persons.

 EBA supervisors are to continuously review work site conditions and are to immediately communicate

hazards as they are identified with associated corrective actions.

 Recorded inspections to be done jointly by EBA and other appropriate site persons at predetermined

and regular intervals. All items identified as non-compliant are to be rectified as soon as reasonably

possible.
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 Each office will have the safety representative, along with one other person, conduct planned safety

inspections recording all unsafe conditions. All unsafe conditions should be rectified within 24 hours.

When it is required to proceed with work, unsafe working conditions shall be removed immediately.

Safety Rules and Regulations

 Where applicable, review, endorse and abide by a contractor’s or client’s safety program.

 Ensure that each EBA supervisor has a copy of the provincial OH&S Act, Regulation and Code available

to them at each EBA work site.

 Review the OH&S Act, Regulation and Code prior to start of project with all workers. All workers must

attend the client or contractors site orientation. In the event there is none, then EBA will host the site

safety orientation.

 If EBA hosts the site-specific orientation, have the persons attending the orientation sign-off to confirm

that they have attended the orientation and that they fully understand the elements of the site’s safety

protocols, procedures and communication requirements. The orientation shall include the requirement

for the contractor to identify “green hands” or new workers and to comply with the EBA new worker

program.

Employee Training

 Provide safety training for all workers on an as-needed basis in:

 Rules and regulations

 Workplace Hazardous Materials Information System (WHMIS)

 Identifying potential work hazards including site-specific and task-specific hazards. Identify
hazards associated with routine and non-routine tasks. Should new equipment or conditions change
on site, a review of the initial hazard assessment should be conducted and changes should be made,
if applicable.

 Safe work practices

 Safe job procedures

 Responsibility for safety

 Use, care and limitations of Personal Protective Equipment

 First aid

 Use and care of fire extinguishers

 Others as a unique job situation may require
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Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)

 EBA shall ensure that appropriate PPE, as required by provincial safety regulations and site regulations,

is supplied to and used properly by our employees. Appropriate PPE will be used to protect hand, leg,

limb or torso from injury as required by the task. PPE will include but is not limited to:

 Hard hats to be used at all job sites where a head impact hazard is present

 Safety footwear (CSA approved) - mandatory at all job sites

 Gloves, when lifting or handling equipment, soil or contaminants

 Eye protection

 Ear protection

 Breathing apparatus

 Leg and toe guards for chain saw work

 Safety vest for roadwork and around equipment

 Supervisors shall ensure that EBA employees use appropriate PPE.

 Workers shall daily, prior to using, inspect the PPE to ensure its reliable function.

 It is EBA policy to repair or replace any damaged PPE within 24 hours or sooner, if the equipment is

required to complete a task.

 Specific requirements of PPE on environmental projects are covered in Section 9.4 of the

Environmental section of EBA’s Corporate Safety Manual located on the Safety SharePoint site:

http://projects.eba.ca/sites/EBATeams/Support/Safety/Shared%20Documents/Forms/Manual%20a

nd%20Handbook.aspx

Health Control and Services

 EBA shall maintain First Aid capability as required by OH&S Act, Regulation and Code. This includes

the appropriate number of workers with valid first aid certifications, appropriately equipped first aid

kits and an injury summary on site. The location of the first aid kit/facility and first aid trained

workers shall be posted on site.

 Emergency telephone numbers shall be posted at each job site.

Safety Meetings

 A pre-job safety meeting is to be held with the project contractor, EBA project engineer/technologist

and client representative prior to the commencement of work on site. If these parties are not available

then a copy of the meeting minutes will be sent to the missing parties.

 Office safety meetings should be held at least quarterly or as often as needed to address safety

concerns of each specific project or circumstance.

 Site safety meetings are to be held weekly.

http://projects.eba.ca/sites/EBATeams/Support/Safety/Shared Documents/Forms/Manual and Handbook.aspx
http://projects.eba.ca/sites/EBATeams/Support/Safety/Shared Documents/Forms/Manual and Handbook.aspx
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 The Corporate Safety Officer is to meet once a month with the President of the company to review the

safety program activities and incidents, and to review potential incident trends. All medical aids and

vehicle accidents are to be reviewed. Serious incidents will be reviewed within 24 hours with action

items identified.

Hiring and Placement

 EBA will prepare and give all workers a safety orientation prior to commencement of work, consisting of:

 Job site orientation

 Safety rules and regulations

 Workplace Hazardous Materials Information System (WHMIS)

 Emergency procedures

 Personal protective equipment (PPE)

 Fire prevention

 Potential job hazards

 Safety responsibilities, including a description

 All other specific items covered in a pre-job safety kick-off meeting

 The orientation must be documented to show names of employees in attendance, date and period of

time for which the orientation is valid.

 EBA will carry out a qualification check to assure that new workers hired have the necessary skills and

knowledge. This knowledge check will consist of a written test.

 While safety is the direct responsibility of each employee, EBA is responsible for establishing

conditions and direction for the accomplishment of safety programs, including the activities of the

safety committee.

Reporting On-The-Job Accidents / Vehicle Crashes / Injuries

 An employee who incurs an injury on the job, or is involved in an accident on the job (whether or not

the employee is injured), is required to immediately report the injury or accident, no matter how

minor it may seem, to his/her immediate supervisor, their safety representative and the Corporate

Safety Officer (CSO).

 The CSO shall maintain written records of all job accidents and injuries as required by provincial law,

and WCB. It is the responsibility of each supervisor or Project Director to provide the CSO with the

information required to facilitate proper record keeping and accident investigation.

 The local safety representative shall maintain copies of the written records.
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 The Project Director or supervisor, with assistance from the safety representative of the injured

person, will conduct an investigation of all accidents/incidents and a Supervisor’s Investigation Report

will be forwarded to the Edmonton office within 24 hours for review by the CSO and President.

5.0 ACCIDENT PREVENTION

5.1 General

An accident is any unintended or unplanned event that may or may not result in personal injury, property

damage, work stoppage or interference, or any combination of these conditions under such circumstances

that personal injury might result.

5.2 Incident / Near Miss Reporting

If you are involved in an incident that results in personal injury, you must immediately arrange first aid and

when circumstances permit, report the incident to your supervisor and the EBA CSO. After receiving

medical aid you must, with the support of your supervisor, complete the WCB employee and employer

reports and send them to the Corporate Safety Officer who will review and send them to WCB. In addition

your supervisor is responsible for submitting a Supervisor’s Investigation Report to the Corporate Safety

Officer. This reporting should be complete within 24 hours and prior to the worker returning to work or

another worker resuming the task that resulted in injury.

To promote and maintain a safe work environment all near misses and hazard alerts must be reported in

writing or by email to your supervisor.

5.3 Contributing Causes of Accidents

Certain hazards exist in all types of work. Unsafe acts and conditions can be eliminated by:

 Conducting a hazard assessment prior to any work starting, again if the scope of work changes and at

regular intervals.

 Following established rules and procedures.

 Taking proper and reasonable care to protect all personnel against accidents or injury.

5.4 Common Accident Causes

Using Improper Tools or Equipment

 Receive training in the proper use and operation of tools.

 Use the proper tool for the job.

 Keep tools in good condition.

 Know the intended use and limits of each tool.
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Following Unsuitable Methods

 Learn the correct method of performing each task.

 Use safe job procedures.

 If in doubt, consult your supervisor.

Protective Equipment Not Used

 Know the location of protective equipment.

 Wear the proper protective equipment and be aware of their limitations.

 Maintain the PPE in accordance with the supplier’s specifications.

Rules and Procedures Not Observed

 Rules and procedures are essential for effective task completion.

 Before deviating from established rules or procedures, consult your supervisor.

Lack of Inspection and Maintenance

 Machinery, tools, and operating equipment should be inspected before and after use.

 Damaged equipment must be tagged out of service and reported to your supervisor.

Inattention

 Focus on the task at hand.

 Common sense is one of the ingredients required for safe job performance.

Housekeeping

 All equipment has a storage place and must be returned to that place when you are finished with it.

 Remove or report slipping or tripping hazards.

 Keep all areas clean and organized and store any tested samples before proceeding to the next test

sample.

Communication

 Communicate effectively to avoid misunderstanding.

 Follow your supervisor’s instructions.

 If instructions are not clear to you, request clarification.
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6.0 OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY ACT

All personnel must understand his/her obligations under the “Occupational Health and Safety Act of

Alberta” and be aware of the regulations made under the authority of the Act. This information is

contained in the “Occupational Health and Safety Act, Regulation and Code.”

6.1 Emergencies

All emergencies must be reported. Important contact phone numbers should be documented on the

Emergency Contact Information page in Appendix A of this handbook. Should you be involved in or witness

a situation requiring medical aid, you should be prepared to provide the following information:

 Your name

 Type of emergency

 Location of emergency

 Assistance required

 Your cell phone or landline phone number

Maintain contact with the emergency services until they instruct you to do otherwise.

6.2 Rendezvous Location

Each office and work site must identify a designated rendezvous location should there be a need to

evacuate the area.

Your office rendezvous location is:

In the event of an emergency, proceed to this location and report to the evacuation leader for your

office/group.

7.0 RULES, REGULATIONS, SAFETY GUIDELINES, PROCEDURES,
AND TRAINING COURSE

7.1 Alcohol / Drugs

 Consumption of alcoholic beverages on the premises is not allowed; the exception being

company-sanctioned events, and then only on a moderate basis. Abuse of this privilege will result in

its immediate withdrawal.

 Non-prescription narcotics are not allowed on the premises under any circumstances.

7.2 Clothing

 All staff in applicable environments must wear a shop coat or coverall.

 Any protective clothing that has become contaminated or requires cleaning must be cleaned

immediately.
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 Gloves must be worn when handling rough or hot materials, or when climbing ladders.

 Gloves must be worn when lifting or handling equipment, soil or contaminants.

7.3 Compressed Air

 Compressed air is to be used for intended purposed only.

 Do not use compressed air for cleaning clothes or dirty areas.

 Safety glasses must be used when using compressed air.

7.4 Compressed Gases

 All compressed gas cylinders must be secured in an upright position.

 All compressed gas cylinders must be protected against undue absorption of heat.

7.5 Discipline

Violation of known rules and procedures will subject an employee to disciplinary action in accordance with

the EBA discipline policy. Included among these violations are:

 Refusal to comply with reasonable instruction from authorized supervisors.

 Theft.

 Entering or being on company property while under the influence of, or consuming, alcoholic

beverages, with the exception of company sanctioned events.

 Wilful neglect or malicious mischief in the care or use of company property.

 Wilful violation or disregard for safety regulations thus endangering oneself and/or fellow employees.

 Sleeping while on duty.

 Engaging in “horseplay”.

 Failure to wear or use protective clothing or equipment when required to do so.

7.6 Excavations

 All excavations and trenches must be dug in accordance with the “Occupational Health and Safety Act,

Regulation and Code and the EBA’s Corporate Safety Manual.

 Substantial railings or barricades around trenches or excavations must be used to protect workers.

 If manhole covers or gratings are removed or an opening is made in the ground or floor, the open area

must be guarded with proper barricades.

7.7 Fire Protection

 Fire-fighting equipment must be used only for its intended purpose.
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 Do not block access to fire fighting equipment or apparatus with vehicles or materials. Access to

extinguishers must be kept open.

 Know the location of fire extinguishers and the safety shower in your working area.

 Obtain training in the use of fire extinguishers.

7.8 First Aid

 Report all injuries to your supervisor and safety representative immediately.

 Obtain First Aid from the Safety Representative or a first aid trained worker if necessary.

 First aid is to be rendered in emergencies only and only by qualified personnel

 Foreign objects in the eye must only be removed by qualified medical people.

 Hazardous materials on the skin should be washed off immediately with large amounts of water; know

the location of the safety shower; get medical attention.

 Report all WCB reportable injuries to the CSO.

7.9 Hand Tools

 Do not use defective tools.

 Do not throw tools.

 Do not climb ladders with tools in hand. Small tools that cannot be secured to your person should be

hoisted to higher elevations.

 Use the proper tool for the job.

 Always return hand tools to their original storage location.

7.10 Nuclear Gauges

 Nuclear Gauges are to be handled or operated only by EBA employees who have successfully

completed EBA’s Certificate of Training courses (see Section 8.26) for handling radioactive materials.

 The training required includes completing the nuclear gauge training computer course and

Transportation of Dangerous Goods (TDG-METI) clear language course for ground handling.

 To ship gauges by air, you must also complete the Solocks computer course.

 The company Radiation Safety Officer (RSO) must certify all workers.

 The company RSO must review all air shipment documentation prior to shipping by air.

7.11 Hazardous Materials

All EBA staff must complete the EBA computer WHMIS course.
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Hazardous material may be found in many areas of the laboratory. Hazardous material is defined as a

material, which may cause injury or illness by:

 Skin contact

 Inhalation

 Swallowing

 Exposure to radioactivity

Some of the more common of these materials and their hazards are:

 Concrete additives - usually skin irritants

 Ammonia - toxic on inhalation

 Asbestos - toxic on inhalation

 Carbon monoxide - toxic on inhalation

 Caustic soda - corrosive to skin

 Chlorine - corrosive to skin and tissue on contact or inhalation

 Hydrochloric acid - corrosive to skin and tissue on contact or inhalation

 Hydrogen sulphide - toxic on inhalation

 Nitrogen - asphyxiant

 Tetra ethyl lead - toxic on inhalation and skin contact

 Sulphuric acid - corrosive to skin and tissue

 Trichloroethylene - toxic on inhalation and skin contact

7.12 Handling Hazardous Material

 Proper training (WHMIS), completion of a Safe Work Form, review of the Safe Work Practice and

determination of the required PPE must occur before handling hazardous materials.

 Where it is reasonably practicable to substitute a non-hazardous material or less hazardous material,

it shall be done.

 When it is necessary to dilute acid, never pour water into acid, always pour acid into water very slowly

and carefully.

 Volatile toxic materials such as aniline, bromine, benzene, various acids, and others must be handled

either under a fume hood having a good draft or outside.

 Skin contact with hazardous material should be avoided. In case of accidental contact with the eyes or

skin, the material should be washed off with large quantities of water. In most cases, severity of injury

is proportional to the length of time of contact, so immediate action is vital. Any injury from the
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contact should be reported to your supervisor at once. Get medical attention. Contaminated clothing

must be removed and properly cleaned before wearing again.

 When you take any hazardous material out of its original (supplier) container and put in into another

container, the container must be labelled in accordance with WHMIS regulations.

 Soils contaminated with hazardous materials may be encountered on some sites. A hazard assessment

and site specific safety plan must be created to deal with handling of material at these sites.

7.13 Housekeeping

 All equipment, tools, and materials used at a job site must be removed from the area upon completion

of the job and returned to proper storage.

 Keep work area free of items not currently being used.

 Keep hallways and stairways free of obstructions.

 Wipe up spills immediately.

7.14 Ladders and Stairs

 Inspect each ladder before use and confirm the ladder capacity.

 Ladders must be equipped with non-slip devices or safety shoes at the foot.

 Ladders must be secured at the top or held to prevent accidental movement.

 When sections of a ladder are extended, the overlap must not be less than 1 m.

 Stepladders must be fully open when in use.

 Workers are not allowed to work from the top two rungs of a ladder.

 Workers may not work at heights above 3 metres without fall protection and a fall protection plan.

 Face the ladder and use both hands, when ascending or descending the ladder.

 Tools must be carried in a pouch.

 When ascending or descending any stairway, avoid carrying tools or materials that can prevent the

free use of one hand.

7.15 Lifting

 Prior to lifting any load, a Hazard Assessment must be conducted to ensure that the worker can safely

deal with the load.

 Have a co-worker help you load or unload heavy or large containers.

 Do not try to lift more than you can handle.

 Use mechanical material handling equipment, wherever practical, for heavy objects.
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 When manually lifting a heavy object, bend your knees, keep your back straight, and lift with your legs.

 Never carry an object that prevents you from seeing where you are going.

 Wear gloves to protect your hands when lifting.

7.16 Machinery

 Remember to use the lockout system before proceeding with repairs.

 Before any repair work is undertaken on a machine it must be shut down and adequate precautions

taken to ensure that it cannot be inadvertently or accidentally started. Machinery should be shut

down and locked out for oiling or adjusting. You are not allowed to perform major repairs on moving

machinery unless adequate protection is provided.

 Long hair must be completely confined in a net or cut short where there is any danger of contact with

moving parts of machinery or in any other work process where a similar hazard exists. Loose clothing,

dangling accessories or similar items must not be worn.

 Do not attempt to use a machine without training (i.e., print shop paper cutter, masonry saw,

compression tester, etc.).

 Should you identify a piece of equipment that does not have a SWP, or has potential for contact with

moving parts, contact your supervisor.

7.17 Machine Guards

 Guards are placed on machinery to protect employees from contacting moving parts. They are not to

be removed except when making repairs.

 If guards are removed to make repairs, the guard must be replaced before machinery is put back into

operation.

7.18 Material Handling Equipment

 You are not allowed to stand or pass under any suspended load.

 Only trained and experienced personnel are permitted to operate material hoisting equipment.

7.19 Naptha / Gasoline

 The use of naptha, gasoline, or similar materials capable of giving off hazardous vapours at normal

atmospheric temperatures, is forbidden for cleaning clothing, motors, engines, or other equipment.

Use approved type-cleaning agents only. Consult your supervisor.

7.20 Office Safety

 Keep desk and file drawers closed when they are not being used.

 Never stand on drawers, folding or rolling chairs, desk tops, waste cans, or similar objects.
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 Do not run electric cords for office equipment through walkways unless they have been secured.

 Wipe up all spills and pick up objects that are under foot.

 Never hurry or run around blind corners, past doorways, on stairs, or corridors. Use caution when

approaching closed swinging doors.

 Carry pens and pencils point down in your pocket.

 Use the hand-rail when ascending or descending stairs.

 Ensure that your work station is ergonomically correct by conducting a yearly self assessment and

reviewing the results with your supervisor.

 Comply with other requirements as advised by your local committee members or safety

representative.

7.21 Personal Protective Equipment

 Wear clothing that covers the body when working on equipment in acid, caustic, or other hazardous

material service. This would include goggles, gloves, rubber aprons, and rubber boots. CSA approved

safety wear must be used.

 Your Supervisor will make Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) available for you. CSA approved hard

hats must be worn on any site when identified through the hazard assessment process.

 Wear CSA approved safety glasses with side shields, goggles or a face shield whenever the nature of

the job presents an eye hazard such as:

 Drilling

 Grinding

 Using power tools, compressed air, or pneumatic drills

 Any job where flying particles or grit is a possibility, posted job areas or equipment

 CSA approved non-prescription type safety glasses are available from your supervisor.

 Wear CSA approved chemical goggles or face shields when there is potential danger of a chemical or

hydrocarbon splash. This equipment is available from your supervisor or at the specific job locations.

The laboratory is a mandatory eye protection area.

 Appropriate respiratory equipment as identified in the hazard assessment, must be worn when

handling materials examples of which are shown below. Respiratory use must be managed through

the design and implementation of an appropriate respiratory protection program meeting the

requirements of CSA Z94.4-02 (Selection, Use, Care and Limitations of Respirators):

 Sealers

 Lime

 Catalysts
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 Soda ash

 Asbestos-type insulation or any other dust creating substance or job

 Care of PPE is the responsibility of the user. All equipment must be cleaned and returned to its normal

storage area immediately after use. Immediately report the need for replacement parts or repairs.

7.22 Fall Protection

 Employees must wear appropriate fall protection as identified in the hazard assessment and a site

specific safety plan must be created for the project:

 When working at heights greater than 3 m above grade or floor level

 Where it is impractical to provide adequate work platforms or staging

 When working over any operating machinery, open space, or hazardous substance which cannot be
guarded

 The use of safety belts is not allowed.

 Equipment used for this work must be CSA approved and comply with the following CSA standards:

CSA Standard Z259.1-95 (Safety Belts and Lanyards) or Z259.10-06 (Full Body Harnesses) or CSA

Z259.10-M90 (Fall Arresting Devices, Personnel Lowering Devices, and Life Lines).

 Complete details can be found in your provincial or territory “Occupational Health and Safety Act,

Regulation and Code”.

7.23 Scaffolds

 Scaffolds, swing stages, or other temporary work platforms must be constructed, maintained, and used

in compliance with the Construction Regulations in the “Occupational Health and Safety Act,

Regulation and Code”.

 Do not use scaffolds unless they have been erected and are maintained under the direction of a

certified worker.

7.24 Smoking

 Smoking is not permitted inside any EBA office, laboratory trailer or EBA vehicle.

 Smoking is not allowed within 10 metres during refuelling of any EBA vehicle or equipment.

7.25 Traffic / Vehicles

 Only authorized persons are permitted to operate or ride in company motorized equipment.

 Vehicle operators must hold a valid operator’s licence and have completed the EBA online Defensive

Driving Course and the Defensive Driving Attitude Realignment Course.

 Passengers must never leave or board a vehicle while it is motion.
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 Occupational Health and Safety regulations forbid personnel to be transported in the back of a

pickup-type vehicle unless it is equipped with seats and seatbelts.

 When riding in the cab of a pickup each passenger must have and use a seatbelt.

 It is corporate policy that all EBA employees avoid the use of electronic devices or allow any

distraction when driving.

 Smoking in vehicles is not allowed.

7.26 Electrical Safety

 Electrically operated power tools shall be protected by a ground fault circuit interrupter or shall be

double insulated.

 The minimum limit of approach distance from an overhead power lines is 7 metres.

 Should you be in a vehicle that has contacted an electrical source, remain in the vehicle until the source

has been de-energized.

7.27 Powered Mobile Equipment

 EBA workers shall not operate powered mobile equipment.

 Any powered mobile equipment that is to be used on EBA projects must be equipped with Rollover

Protection (ROPS) and must have a seatbelt for the operator and all passengers.

 Only trained operators will use powered mobile equipment.

7.28 Safety Courses

The EBA On-Boarding system, located on myEBA, was created to provide new employees with consistent

initial training. In the Elements section, there is a portion dedicated to safety and all employees are

required to comply with the tasks listed under this section.

All new employees are required to complete the following safety courses:

 Safety Orientation

 Hazard Assessment and Control

 Occupational Health and Safety Legislation

 WHMIS, which complies with Alberta OH&S Part 29, Section 397 and BC OH&S Part 5, Sections 5.6 and 5.7

 Basic Ergonomics

Safety courses – additional requirements:

 Staff who will be driving EBA vehicles or their own vehicle for company purposes must complete the

Defensive Driving course located on myEBA and attend the Defensive Driving Attitude Realignment

course presented by the CSO.
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 Staff may be required to complete additional courses as required by the type of work they do.

Examples of some of the training that may be needed include:

 Transportation of Dangerous Goods - Nuclear Gauge training, TDG-METI Clear Language course
located on myEBA, Solocks - Shipping by Air TDG course

 Codes of Practice - Ground Disturbance, Confined Space Entry, Hydrocarbon Vapour Exposure,
Respiratory Protection

 Supervisor training

 Standard first aid

 Flagperson training

 H2S Alive

 Fall protection

 OSSA orientation

 IRP16 training

 ATV/Snowmobile training

 Bear awareness

 Construction Safety Training System (CSTS)

Completion of safety tests is required for all EBA safety courses.

A more comprehensive list of available safety training is located on the EBA Safety Database.

Please note that most courses require recertification every three (3) years.
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EMERGENCY CONTACT INFORMATION

EBA Office: Phone:

Fax:

Your Safety Representative:

Office Phone:

Cell:

EBA Corporate Safety Officer: Greg Goth

Phone: 780.451.2130 x247

Cell: 780.914.4236

Fax: 780.454.5688

Email: ggoth@eba.ca

Ambulance:

Police:

Hospital:

Poison Control Centre:

Gas Company:

Power Company:

Phone Company:

Alberta One-Call:
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EBA, A Tetra Tech
Company

ARCTIC PRE-JOB HAZARD ASSESSMENT
“The safety of each employee is of vital importance in the successful conduct of our business”

EBA Yellowknife Toll Free # 1 - 888 - 207 - 3327

(Main Tel: (867) 920-2287; Fax: (867) 873-3324)

Project No.
Y22103006-01

Page 1 of 2

Date: August 21, 2012

Location of Work: North Inca Mine,
Hidden Lake Mine

Aircraft Details: B2 AStar Helicopter
Great Slave Helicopters

Estimated time to complete work:

Work Initiator / Accountable: Rita Kors-Olthof Phone No.: 403.763.9881 (cell)

Work Supervisor / Responsible: David Das Phone No.: 780.886.3055 (cell)

Simultaneous Work Yes No N/A if Yes, overall site supervisor must be designated below

(record description of simultaneous work on next page)

Overall site supervisor / Responsible: Rita Kors-Olthof Phone No.: 403.763.9881

Communications established with local Operations? Yes No N/A Name / Ph:

Description of work to be performed: Inspect surface conditions at two remediated mine sites and document changes, if any, from previous conditions.

Did you take a satellite phone ? Yes If yes, Satellite Phone # 011.8816.234.16755 No N/A If not, please indicate communication options.

Family Contact Names and Numbers: for Rita Kors-Olthof : call John-Paul Kors at 403.763.0855;

for Stanley Yee : call Amy Yee at 416.696.6882 ; for : call .

for Fred Sangris : call Marie at 867.669-0703 ; for : call .

Client Name and No.: Patti Garbutt (AANDC Logistics Coordinator) 867.445.5232

Greg Goth, EBA Corporate Safety Officer : (780) 451-2130 x. 247 (work) -- (780) 914-4236 (cell) -- (780) 481-4838 (home)

Clothing Checklist (Confirm )

Winter Arctic Parka Winter Hat With
Ear Flaps &Visor

Long Underwear Raingear / boots CSA boots or
hiking boots

Warm hat Sun hat / ball cap

Winter Coveralls Hard Hat Liner Large Duffel Bag
With Lock

Bug hat / jacket Warm coat Gloves / mitts

Arctic Boots Wool Balaclava

Wool/Liner Socks Winter Mittens &
Inner Gloves

Awareness Checklist (Confirm )

Helicopter Safety Arctic Survival Cold Stress Enough Fuel in
Vehicle

Less/High Traffic
Area

Food, Water &
Sanitation

Ventilation Working Alone

Small Plane Safety Driving in Winter
Conditions

Medical
Surveillance

Diesel/Gas
Powered Vehicle

Radiation Respiratory
Protection

Satellite Phone
Operation

Family Contact
Name & Number

Equipment Checklist (Confirm ) (Please list any specific equipment related to this project).

Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) Checklist Mandatory PPE: Hard Hat, Safety-Toed Footwear, Safety Glasses c/w Side Shields

Breathing Air Respiratory
Protection

Goggles Face Shield Winter Arctic Parka Communication
Device(s)

Satellite Phone Two-way radios

Hearing Protection Safety Harness &
Lanyard

Lifeline Arctic Boots Arctic Gloves SPOT/PLB GPS Compass

Other – specify:

Preparation Checklist Based on the hazard assessment, check off all job preparation items required and identify any hazardous energy isolations required.

Environmental Receptors Weather Extremes

Spill Containment Violence Hazards

Environmentally Sensitive Precautions Wildlife Hazards

Equipment Shutdowns Required Helicopter Safety

Overhead Power Line Trip-and-Fall Hazards

Driving Precautions Remote Site

Medical Condition / Medication / Allergy Biting Insects Hazards

Safety Watch

Heavy Lifting

Orientation Conducted Training
Tickets Checked / Valid

MSDS Reviewed (Bear Spray)

We have reviewed the hazards relating to this scope of work and agree to take the actions required to remove hazards, reduce risk, and work safely.

Name Init. Company Name Init. Company

Permission to proceed with work as planned Confirm 

Permit
Valid From: To:

Job Completed (Equipment reactivated / All bypasses returned to service /
All housekeeping issues closed out)

Time Date Time Date Time Date

Signed Supervisor: Ph: Comments:

Signed Work Leader/Contractor: Ph: Signed Supervisor: Ph:

**ONE COPY TO BE LEFT WITH RECEPTION – ONE COPY TO BE TAKEN TO FIELD WITH PROJECT MANAGER**
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Carry out the Pre-Job Hazard Assessment by Completing the Table Below.

Sequence of Basic Job Steps Identify Hazards Required Action or Procedure

Break the job down into steps. Each of the
steps of a job should accomplish some major
task. List all the job steps.

Identify the hazards for each step –
actions, conditions, and situations that
could lead to an incident.

List actions required at each step necessary to eliminate or
mitigate every hazard identified. Be specific. Say exactly what
needs to be done to remove the hazard or reduce the risk.

Should work site conditions or scope of work change, the following pre-job hazard assessment must be updated.
(consideration must be given to simultaneous work)

Sequence of Basic Job Steps

(at each site)
Hazards Steps to Eliminate Hazards / Reduce Risks

1
Identify staging area for the site
(probably the helicopter landing
area)

Helicopter landing area may not have
good visibility to all parts of site. Not
knowing if someone needs help.

Choose staging area with best visibility to most parts of
site, or closest to where people will spend the most
time. Buddy system.

2
Ensure survival gear and a working
satellite phone will be available upon
landing.

Survival gear or communications
gear may not be functional or may be
forgotten.

Gear check prior to departure.

3
Contact EBA to inform safe arrival to
site and location via satellite phone
and/or SPOT/PLB

Communications gear may not be not
functional. Forgetting to call, or
accidental SPOT trigger, thereby
initiating search procedures.

Use alternate means of communication, e.g. helicopter
communications systems. Helicopter base can forward
messages. Team members reminder to check in.

4
Conduct Arctic Pre-Job Hazard
Assessment (APJHA) with all team
members from staging area

All hazards may not be known until
site reconnaissance is done.

Wildlife hazards can be mitigated by flying over site to
check for possible wildlife before landing. Some
changed surface conditions may also be seen.

5 Conduct Site Reconnaissance
Wildlife, trip/fall hazards. Wildlife monitor within range of all party members;

watch your step during site reconnaissance.

6

Conduct APJHA with all team
members to discuss found
conditions. Discuss and assign work
tasks for the day. Work with no
significant scope changes can
proceed.

Anything different from expectations?

7

Phone EBA and/or AANDC Project
Officer if/as needed to discuss work
changes and obtain approval for any
needed change. Work can proceed
on modified work plan following
approval from AANDC.

Communications gear may not be not
functional.

Delay in reaching Project Officer.

Use alternate means of communication, e.g. helicopter
communications systems. Helicopter base can forward
messages.

AANDC Environmental Management Specialist is on
site to assist with decisions and approvals.

8
Inform affected staff as to changes
in work plan, if any.

Forgetting to tell someone. Ensure all staff is assembled before discussing
changes in work plan.

9 Conduct site monitoring work.
Wildlife, trip/fall hazards. Wildlife monitor within range of all party members;

watch your step during site work.

10
Reassemble team for safety meeting
whenever new hazards are found.

11

Upon completion of work at site
provide brief verbal description of
work completed and challenges
verbally to EBA; notify EBA of
intended next destination.

Communications gear may not be not
functional. Forgetting to call, or
accidental SPOT trigger, thereby
initiating search procedures.

Use alternate means of communication, e.g. helicopter
communications systems. Helicopter base can forward
messages. Team members to remind each other of
check-in.

12
Upon return to Yellowknife, inform
EBA of safe return

Communications gear may not be not
functional. Forgetting to call, thereby
initiating search procedures.

Use alternate means of communication, e.g. helicopter
communications systems. Helicopter base can forward
messages. Team members to remind each other of
check-in.

Is the work safe to perform as planned? Yes No If No, or in doubt, review the work plan and associated hazards with the Work Supervisor.

Need more Room?  Divide the project into specific jobs and conduct a PJHA for each job.

Project > Jobs > Tasks

1. Can the Hazards be Eliminated? – Why not? (possible, practical, reasonable)  Control the Hazard
2. Can the Hazards be Controlled? – How (Engineering and/or Administrative and PPE)  Not established
3. STOP the work from proceeding  Find another way to do the job; reassess and evaluate!

Notes:

Is It Safe?

Auditor Notes:

Auditor:
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Date: August 21, 2012

Location of Work: North Inca Mine,
Hidden Lake Mine

Aircraft Details: B2 AStar Helicopter
Great Slave Helicopters

Estimated time to complete work:

Work Initiator / Accountable: Rita Kors-Olthof Phone No.: 403.763.9881 (cell)

Work Supervisor / Responsible: David Das Phone No.: 780.886.3055 (cell)

Simultaneous Work Yes No N/A if Yes, overall site supervisor must be designated below

(record description of simultaneous work on next page)

Overall site supervisor / Responsible: Rita Kors-Olthof Phone No.: 403.763.9881

Communications established with local Operations? Yes No N/A Name / Ph:

Description of work to be performed: Inspect surface conditions at two remediated mine sites and document changes, if any, from previous conditions.

Did you take a satellite phone ? Yes If yes, Satellite Phone # 011.8816.234.16755 No N/A If not, please indicate communication options.

Family Contact Names and Numbers: for Rita Kors-Olthof : call John-Paul Kors at 403.763.0855;

for Stanley Yee : call Amy Yee at 416.696.6882 ; for : call .

for Fred Sangris : call Marie at 867.669-0703 ; for : call .

Client Name and No.: Patti Garbutt (AANDC Logistics Coordinator) 867.445.5232

Greg Goth, EBA Corporate Safety Officer : (780) 451-2130 x. 247 (work) -- (780) 914-4236 (cell) -- (780) 481-4838 (home)

Clothing Checklist (Confirm )

Winter Arctic Parka Winter Hat With
Ear Flaps &Visor

Long Underwear Raingear / boots CSA boots or
hiking boots

Warm hat Sun hat / ball cap

Winter Coveralls Hard Hat Liner Large Duffel Bag
With Lock

Bug hat / jacket Warm coat Gloves / mitts

Arctic Boots Wool Balaclava

Wool/Liner Socks Winter Mittens &
Inner Gloves

Awareness Checklist (Confirm )

Helicopter Safety Arctic Survival Cold Stress Enough Fuel in
Vehicle

Less/High Traffic
Area

Food, Water &
Sanitation

Ventilation Working Alone

Small Plane Safety Driving in Winter
Conditions

Medical
Surveillance

Diesel/Gas
Powered Vehicle

Radiation Respiratory
Protection

Satellite Phone
Operation

Family Contact
Name & Number

Equipment Checklist (Confirm ) (Please list any specific equipment related to this project).

Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) Checklist Mandatory PPE: Hard Hat, Safety-Toed Footwear, Safety Glasses c/w Side Shields

Breathing Air Respiratory
Protection

Goggles Face Shield Winter Arctic Parka Communication
Device(s)

Satellite Phone Two-way radios

Hearing Protection Safety Harness &
Lanyard

Lifeline Arctic Boots Arctic Gloves SPOT/PLB GPS Compass

Other – specify:

Preparation Checklist Based on the hazard assessment, check off all job preparation items required and identify any hazardous energy isolations required.

Environmental Receptors Weather Extremes

Spill Containment Violence Hazards

Environmentally Sensitive Precautions Wildlife Hazards

Equipment Shutdowns Required Helicopter Safety

Overhead Power Line Trip-and-Fall Hazards

Driving Precautions Remote Site

Medical Condition / Medication / Allergy Biting Insects Hazards

Safety Watch

Heavy Lifting

Orientation Conducted Training
Tickets Checked / Valid

MSDS Reviewed (Bear Spray)

We have reviewed the hazards relating to this scope of work and agree to take the actions required to remove hazards, reduce risk, and work safely.

Name Init. Company Name Init. Company

Permission to proceed with work as planned Confirm 

Permit
Valid From: To:

Job Completed (Equipment reactivated / All bypasses returned to service /
All housekeeping issues closed out)

Time Date Time Date Time Date

Signed Supervisor: Ph: Comments:

Signed Work Leader/Contractor: Ph: Signed Supervisor: Ph:

**ONE COPY TO BE LEFT WITH RECEPTION – ONE COPY TO BE TAKEN TO FIELD WITH PROJECT MANAGER**
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ARCTIC PRE-JOB HAZARD ASSESSMENT
“The safety of each employee is of vital importance in the successful conduct of our business”
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(Main Tel: (867) 920-2287; Fax: (867) 873-3324)

Project No.
Y22103006-01

Page 2 of 2

Carry out the Pre-Job Hazard Assessment by Completing the Table Below.

Sequence of Basic Job Steps Identify Hazards Required Action or Procedure

Break the job down into steps. Each of the
steps of a job should accomplish some major
task. List all the job steps.

Identify the hazards for each step –
actions, conditions, and situations that
could lead to an incident.

List actions required at each step necessary to eliminate or
mitigate every hazard identified. Be specific. Say exactly what
needs to be done to remove the hazard or reduce the risk.

Should work site conditions or scope of work change, the following pre-job hazard assessment must be updated.
(consideration must be given to simultaneous work)

Sequence of Basic Job Steps

(at each site)
Hazards Steps to Eliminate Hazards / Reduce Risks

1
Identify staging area for the site
(probably the helicopter landing
area)

Helicopter landing area may not have
good visibility to all parts of site. Not
knowing if someone needs help.

Choose staging area with best visibility to most parts of
site, or closest to where people will spend the most
time. Buddy system.

2
Ensure survival gear and a working
satellite phone will be available upon
landing.

Survival gear or communications
gear may not be functional or may be
forgotten.

Gear check prior to departure.

3
Contact EBA to inform safe arrival to
site and location via satellite phone
and/or SPOT/PLB

Communications gear may not be not
functional. Forgetting to call, or
accidental SPOT trigger, thereby
initiating search procedures.

Use alternate means of communication, e.g. helicopter
communications systems. Helicopter base can forward
messages. Team members reminder to check in.

4
Conduct Arctic Pre-Job Hazard
Assessment (APJHA) with all team
members from staging area

All hazards may not be known until
site reconnaissance is done.

Wildlife hazards can be mitigated by flying over site to
check for possible wildlife before landing. Some
changed surface conditions may also be seen.

5 Conduct Site Reconnaissance
Wildlife, trip/fall hazards. Wildlife monitor within range of all party members;

watch your step during site reconnaissance.

6

Conduct APJHA with all team
members to discuss found
conditions. Discuss and assign work
tasks for the day. Work with no
significant scope changes can
proceed.

Anything different from expectations?

7

Phone EBA and/or AANDC Project
Officer if/as needed to discuss work
changes and obtain approval for any
needed change. Work can proceed
on modified work plan following
approval from AANDC.

Communications gear may not be not
functional.

Delay in reaching Project Officer.

Use alternate means of communication, e.g. helicopter
communications systems. Helicopter base can forward
messages.

AANDC Environmental Management Specialist is on
site to assist with decisions and approvals.

8
Inform affected staff as to changes
in work plan, if any.

Forgetting to tell someone. Ensure all staff is assembled before discussing
changes in work plan.

9 Conduct site monitoring work.
Wildlife, trip/fall hazards. Wildlife monitor within range of all party members;

watch your step during site work.

10
Reassemble team for safety meeting
whenever new hazards are found.

11

Upon completion of work at site
provide brief verbal description of
work completed and challenges
verbally to EBA; notify EBA of
intended next destination.

Communications gear may not be not
functional. Forgetting to call, or
accidental SPOT trigger, thereby
initiating search procedures.

Use alternate means of communication, e.g. helicopter
communications systems. Helicopter base can forward
messages. Team members to remind each other of
check-in.

12
Upon return to Yellowknife, inform
EBA of safe return

Communications gear may not be not
functional. Forgetting to call, thereby
initiating search procedures.

Use alternate means of communication, e.g. helicopter
communications systems. Helicopter base can forward
messages. Team members to remind each other of
check-in.

Is the work safe to perform as planned? Yes No If No, or in doubt, review the work plan and associated hazards with the Work Supervisor.

Need more Room?  Divide the project into specific jobs and conduct a PJHA for each job.

Project > Jobs > Tasks

1. Can the Hazards be Eliminated? – Why not? (possible, practical, reasonable)  Control the Hazard
2. Can the Hazards be Controlled? – How (Engineering and/or Administrative and PPE)  Not established
3. STOP the work from proceeding  Find another way to do the job; reassess and evaluate!

Notes:

Is It Safe?

Auditor Notes:

Auditor:
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EBA, A TETRA TECH COMPANY

UNSAFE CONDITION / HAZARD – NEAR MISS – INCIDENT REPORT CARD

Once complete – submit to your Project Director

Unsafe Condition/Hazard Near Miss Incident

Submitted To: Project Director Client/Owner

Who, What, Where, When

Report
Originator: Date/Time:

Originator
Phone #:

Site
Supervisor:

Work Type: EBA Group #:

Project #:

Location:

Description of Unsafe Condition / Hazard, Near Miss or Incident

Immediate Actions Taken and Recommended Follow-up Actions

In case of emergency, call Greg Goth (cell number 780.914.4236)

PD Signature and Date Reviewed:

EBA, A TETRA TECH COMPANY

UNSAFE CONDITION / HAZARD – NEAR MISS – INCIDENT REPORT CARD

Which of these “states” were present?

Complacency Fatigue Frustration Rushing

Which of these “critical errors” were made due to the states listed above?

Balance/traction/grip Eyes not on task Line of fire Mind not on task

Hazard Priority Ranking:

1. Catastrophic 2. Serious 3. Moderate 4. Minor

Probability of Incident Recurring:

A. Probable B. Reasonably Probable C. Remote D. Extremely Remote

Definitions

Unsafe Condition/Hazard – Any substance, material, process, practice, etc. that has
the ability to cause harm or adverse health effect to a person under certain conditions.

Near Miss – An unexpected event that did not cause injury or damage this time but
had the potential.

Incident – An unexpected event that interrupts the completion of an activity, and that
may (or may not) include injury or property damage.

Reporting Process (within 24 hours)

1. Fill in the front page of this card with a description of what you observed.

2. Identify “Immediate Actions” taken and “Follow-up Actions” you recommend should
be taken to prevent recurrence.

3. Give this card to your Project Director who will review it and forward it to the Safety
Coordinator.

4. If client reporting requirements exist, use client form only and copy to EBA.

If there are questions or concerns, please contact either your immediate
supervisor or your safety representative.

WORK IS NEVER SO URGENT OR IMPORTANT THAT WE CANNOT

TAKE THE TIME TO DO IT SAFELY – OUR GOAL IS ZERO INCIDENTS
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This Appendix provides general safe practice recommendations for field operations. These

recommendations are based on experience with similar programs and have been selected to help prepare

employees for the subject program. Additional information may be available in the Procedures Section of

EBA’s web-based operations manual, in the Sections for Construction Management, Safety,

Assessment/Studies, Field Investigation Programs, Field Testing/Sampling, and/or Lab Testing.

Recommendations are included herein for:

 Geotechnical investigations in remote locations; and

 Working in the cold.
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1.0 GEOTECHNICAL FIELD INVESTIGATION

1.1 General

Because of the inherently hazardous nature of working around job site equipment, it may never be possible

to completely prevent accidents and serious injury in this field. Therefore, greater emphasis must be put

on safety and accident prevention. The following safety regulations cover hazards and dangers that may be

encountered in field explorations where equipment is being used:

 When establishing a drilling location, be cognisant of the possible presence of underground utilities

(i.e., electricity, gas, water, telephone, sewer, storm drain) and maintain required equipment

clearances (minimum of 1.5 m) from overhead high voltage lines (assume that every line is dangerous

and act accordingly – even when you know that the power has been turned off).

 Stay clear of the rig during set-up and breakdown procedures.

 Do not distract the drillers while equipment is in operation.

 Wear heavy safety boots, hard hat, tight fitting clothes, and no visible jewellery.

 Stay clear of all equipment moving parts, such as the kelly, ring gear, auger, bucket, dumping arm,

backhoe bucket, etc.

 Maintain a clean and orderly work area.

 Narcotics and alcoholic beverages are not allowed on the job site.

 Horseplay is not allowed on the job site.

 Stand clear of rig when not taking samples.

 Do not assist in the execution of tasks for which you were not trained.

 Watch for varmints which are often attracted to drilling fluids and shade.

 Be alert for overhead equipment.

 Make sure that borings are properly abandoned. Fill mud sumps, clean up drilling site and abandoned

boreholes as required by project and safety considerations (i.e., do not leave open holes unless

properly protected and/or cordoned off).

 Do not enter unsafe borings or excavations.

 Do not work in the rain unless it is absolutely necessary and then be extra careful.

 Do not stand downhill from a backhoe or drill rig when setting up.

 Stay away from the drill rig or swing of the backhoe bucket and only approach when the equipment

has stopped moving and has been secured.
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 Do not stand at the edge of a large diameter boring or backhoe trench/testpit and don't attempt to

jump it.

 Do not ride the excavating equipment (i.e., backhoe, shovel, or bucket) down the excavation for an

inspection.

 When working in remote areas carry ample supplies and notify someone of where you are going and

when you will be returning.

 If an emergency occurs, apply first aid as you have been instructed at safety meetings or special classes

and dial the operator for the nearest doctor or hospital.

 Ascertain location of nearest phone and emergency facilities in your area.

 During inspection of pile installations, make sure that your head, eyes, and ears are adequately

protected.

 When working off shore, either in a boat or on a barge, float, or platform, always wear a life preserver.

 Always have a boat available when working on a barge or float.

 Use adequate anchor and securing lines and check them from time to time to assure proper tension.

Make sure your body is clear of all lines before dropping anchor and never straddle an anchor line.

Mark these lines so they can be easily seen and use approved buoys.

 Always display proper water traffic signals and follow all rules and regulations set by law. Check with

local authorities to obtain the appropriate regulations.

1.2 Drill Rig Safety

EBA is committed to making every attempt to assure that those working around drilling equipment are

protected from personal injury as much as possible. This section addresses the common safety concerns

that should be considered while performing drilling activities. It is not intended to address every possible

situation that may arise or every possible hazard that may come to exist during drilling activities.

1.2.1 Responsibilities

It is the responsibility of owners and operators of such equipment to:

 Constantly take a proactive approach to ensuring that unsafe conditions do not exist;

 Correct all hazards when brought to their attention;

 Ensure that drilling equipment be used for the purpose for which it is intended;

 That tolerances and limitations of the equipment not be exceeded; and

 That owners and operators of drilling equipment stay in strict compliance with all regulations

governing aspects of drilling operations or related activities.
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Supervisors are responsible for insuring that day-to-day safety is maintained at all times during the drilling

operation. Personnel must be instructed that they too are responsible not only for their own personal

safety, but also for the safety of those with whom they are working.

1.2.2 Site Safety Inspections

Daily pre-shift inspection of the drilling equipment is essential to maintaining safety. Such inspections

should be performed by the driller or operator who is knowledgeable of the equipment and work area.

Work is not to commence until the inspection has been performed and any deficiencies noted during the

inspection have been corrected.

1.2.3 Personal Protective Equipment

It is essential that proper personal protective equipment (PPE) be worn at all times when working near a

drill rig. Several of these items include:

 Hard hat;

 Steel toed boots;

 Safety glasses;

 Hearing Protection;

 Snug-fitting clothing; and

 Suitable gloves.

Other items may be necessary, depending on the type of activities being performed and the location of the

drilling.

1.2.4 Materials Handling

Due to many varied materials that are commonly used during a drilling program, workers must use great

care to protect themselves from being injured while handling materials. Such materials might include

heavy bags of cement or sand, soil samples, rock core, and various site investigation equipment.

Workers should be instructed in proper lifting techniques. Industry-related back injuries are one of the

most common injuries that employees sustain.

In addition to hazards involving heavy loads, employees must also be made aware of the necessity of

handling with care those products that could pollute the environment if broken open or spilled.

1.2.5 First Aid

Be sure that personnel understand that in the case of serious injuries, they should immediately call for help

prior to becoming involved in treatment of an injured or ill worker.

All personnel should be trained in administering basic first aid. If an injury or illness should occur, it

becomes essential that someone on the project be able to administer first aid until help arrives.
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1.2.6 Communication

Pre-Job Meeting

Before commencing a drill program a pre-job management meeting should be held. The meeting will cover

health and safety issues to ensure participants are prepared to begin their work safely.

Safety Meeting

During a drill program regular meetings will be held to review and address work site safety issues. An

agenda will be prepared for each meeting and attendance of employees will be recorded. Minutes from

each meeting will be prepared noting key decisions, action plans, persons responsible, and deadlines.

Tailgate Meeting

Short safety meetings should be held at the beginning of every workday and prior to undertaking any

critical task. In these meetings workers are to review the hazards of the work ahead and the specific

measures to be taken to protect themselves from those hazards. The most senior supervisor responsible

for the activities directs these safety meetings.

1.3 Logging of Exploratory Excavations

When working in and around excavations, including caissons and piles, personnel should be familiar with

OH&S Act General Safety Regulations; Part 10 – Excavations, Trenches, Tunnels, and Underground Shafts,

and Part 12 – Confined Spaces.

1.4 Trench Safety

Currently, OH&S Act Regulations require that banks more than 1.5 m high shall be laid back to a stable

slope or some other equivalent means of protection shall be provided where employees may be exposed to

moving ground or cave-ins. The regulations require shoring, sheeting, bracing, or sloping for trenches in

"unstable or soft material" that are at least 1.5 m deep. Trenches greater than 5 feet deep in hard or

compact soil "shall be shored or otherwise supported". Trenching regulations also specify the required

angle-of-slope, based on soil type and strength (refer to OH&S Act General Safety Regulations Section 174).

The following guidelines and applicable standards should be followed:

 Remove trees, poles, boulders, and similar objects which may be hazardous to workers.

 Do not allow work in or near the excavation until a qualified person has determined that no hazard to

workers exists from possible moving ground.

 Inspect excavations after rainstorms, thaws, or other events which may affect the stability of the soil

and increase hazards before workers are allowed to enter the excavation.

 Protect workers who enter excavations 1.5 m deep or more with a system of shoring, sloping,

benching, or equivalent alternative methods. When necessary, provide similar protection for workers

in excavations less than 1.5 m deep.
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 Dump excavated material far enough from the edge of the trench so that it does not fall back. When

trenches are 1.5 m deep or more, locate the spoil at least 0.6 m from the edge. Do not contain the spoil

by any method which will disturb the soil already in place (i.e., such as driving stakes).

 Provide a safe and convenient way for workers to enter and leave the excavation. In trenches 1.2 m

deep or more, provide a safe means of access within 7.5 m of any work area in the excavation.

 Install crossings with standard guardrails and toeboards when the excavation is more than 2.3 m deep.

 Do not excavate beneath the level of the base of an adjacent foundation, retaining wall or other

structure until a qualified person has determined that the earthwork will not create a hazard to

workers. Support undermined sidewalks so they will support anticipated loads.

 If the excavation endangers the stability of adjoining structures, shore, brace, or underpin those

structures under the direction of qualified personnel, i.e., Structural Engineer.

 Do not use an existing wall or structure as a retaining wall until it has been determined that it will

safely support expected loads.

 Provide barriers to prevent workers from falling into excavations.

 Barricade or securely cover all wells, pits, shafts, and caissons.

 Backfill temporary wells, pits, and shafts when the operation is completed.

 Use diversion ditches, dikes, and other effective methods to prevent water from entering the

excavation and to drain surrounding areas.

 Use additional bracing to strengthen shoring in excavations located near streets, railroads, or other

sources of vibration and external loads. Take similar precautions when excavations are made in areas

that have been previously filled.

2.0 WORKING ENVIRONMENT – COLD REGIONS

2.1 Introduction

Working in cold regions requires special precautions. The following section presents guidelines regarding

arctic clothing and gear requirements, and general information on cold weather procedures and afflictions.

2.2 Arctic Clothing

2.2.1 Required Clothing

Following is a list of arctic clothing suggested for any trip in the arctic between October 1 and May 31. On

charter flights, it is recommended to wear as much protective clothing as possible. All items are to be

supplied by the employee.

 Winter arctic parka.

 Fire resistant fabric;
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 Down filled;

 Insulated tunnel hood; and

 Reflective markings.

 Winter bib or pants.

 Down filled

 Arctic Pac boots with liners.

 Extra liners for Pac boots.

 Extra insoles for Pac boots.

 Wool socks.

 Liner socks.

 Winter hat with ear flaps and visor.

 Wool balaclava.

 Inner gloves.

 Winter mittens.

 Long underwear.

 Hard hat liner.

For those working offshore, make sure that the boat is equipped with survival suits. EBA can provide

immersion suits for work on deck.

2.2.2 Guidelines on Clothing

Employees should wear clothes that are in good condition. It is recommended that clothing material be of

100% cotton or wool. Beware of synthetic fibres that support combustion.

2.3 Arctic Gear for Cold Weather

Arctic gear must be kept clean and free of oils or grease.

Drawstrings should not be so tight as to restrict circulation.

Perspiration is dangerous because it increases frostbite potential. Clothes should be kept dry internally

and externally.

Heavy and bulky clothing decreases normal mobility and increases the chance of accidents from lack of

agility. Clothing bulk and weight must be considered in the work plan. Bulky or loose clothing can also

create hazards with respect to catching clothes on levers, door latches or other protruding parts. Extra

caution must be used to avoid having clothing and gloves caught in machinery.
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Wind chill must be considered. Wind increases the loss of body heat and the danger of frostbite. A warmer

temperature combined with a high wind can be more chilling than a lower temperature on a calm day.

Avoid overdressing, which can lead to excessive perspiration and increased frostbite potential. If working

in a heated building or vehicle, less clothing is required, although, extra warm clothes should be carried in

case of a breakdown. Personnel should remove parkas and other heavy clothing when in heated vehicles or

buildings.

All workers should have several pairs of gloves. Thin driving gloves are useful for operating vehicles or

equipment, insulated gloves (with leather shells) for outside work requiring finger dexterity and mittens

for extremely cold work requiring only limited use of the fingers. All should have extra gloves in camp as

spares.

2.4 Cold Weather Procedures and Afflictions

Do not touch metal with moist, bare hands.

Be careful in handling gasoline, kerosene, diesel fuel, solvents, and any liquids other than water. Contact

with these at cold temperatures will induce immediate frostbite.

One should drink at least two litres of water and juices per day with no more than one-third of this being

coffee; coffee has a dehydrating effect.

Beware of carbon monoxide poisoning. Assure adequate ventilation in all spaces where petroleum

products are a source of heat or power. Keep vehicle window slightly open.

If you become lost, keep your head. In poor visibility, white-outs, fog, blizzard, and darkness STAY WHERE

YOU ARE. You are safer and someone will find you.

Use the buddy system when travelling. Never go anywhere alone whenever possible. If you must go by

yourself, make sure that someone knows where you have gone and when you are due back.

If you are to venture far from camp in severe weather, do not go alone, do not walk, make certain your

vehicle has an operating radio and that you are in contact with your base station as to your whereabouts.

Severe chilling – Long exposure to cold weather can lower body temperature. The only remedy is warming

of the entire body. Warm by any means available. Severe chilling may be accompanied by shock. Force

warm liquids, except to unconscious persons.

Frostbite is the freezing of some part of the body. It is a constant hazard in sub-zero operations, especially

when the wind is strong. The first sensation of frostbite is usually numbness, rather than pain. You can see

the effect of frostbite as a greyish or yellow-white spot on the skin before you can feel it. Use the buddy

system. Watch your buddy's face, particularly the nose and ears, to see if frozen spots appear and have him

watch yours. If possible, get a frostbite casualty into a heated shelter.

When only surface skin is frozen, it feels spongy to the touch and can be re-warmed by body heat. When

deeper tissues are involved, the thawing process must take place quickly. If there is a chance of re-freezing,

it is better to leave the part frozen, but to seek shelter immediately.
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Never rub frostbite, as you may tear frozen tissues and cause further tissue damage. Never apply snow or

ice.

Thawing with warm water is best (32oC to 40oC).

Immersion foot (trench foot) is a cold injury resulting from prolonged exposure to temperatures just above

freezing. In early stages, feet and toes pale and feel cold, numb, and stiff. Walking becomes difficult. If

preventive action is not taken, feet will swell and become very painful. In extreme cases, the flesh dies and

amputation of the foot or leg may be necessary.

Prevention – to prevent immersion foot, wear socks and boots that fit properly. Keep feet dry and carry an

extra pair of socks and shoes.

Treatment – to treat immersion foot, keep affected part dry and warm. If possible, keep leg in a horizontal

position to increase circulation.

Snow blindness is caused by exposure of the unprotected eye to the glare of the sun on ice or snow. It can

occur even on cloudy days. Symptoms are redness, burning, watering, headaches, and poor vision. Snow

blindness can be extremely disabling and last for days.

Prevention – prevention is the best cure. Always wear protective eyeglasses or goggles outdoors during

daylight hours even on overcast days.

Treatment – to treat snow blindness, protect the eyes from light. Relieve the pain by taking aspirin and

applying cool compresses to the eyes. Use anaesthetic eye ointment sparingly.

Hypothermia – The conditions most likely to cause hypothermia are temperatures

from -1oC to 10oC, wetness from rain, snow or even perspiration, and a person who is unprepared as to

clothing, food, or shelter.

Hypothermia is particularly insidious in its early stages because the first symptom is a dulling of the mind,

which in turn masks from the victims the fact that they are in imminent danger and further impairs their

ability to make rational or effective decisions to reverse it. The buddy system is often effective. Should one

succumb more slowly, there is a chance that the other will recognize the symptoms in time to get them both

out of danger.

There are two ways the body can produce heat, food intake, and muscular activity, but there are several

ways heat may be lost from the body. One of the principal ways heat is lost is through radiation. An

uncovered head can lose 50% of the heat the body can produce at 5oC and at -15oC, it can lose 75%. The

expression, "if your feet are cold, put on your hat," is truer than it may sound. Other heat losers are

conduction, as by contact with cold ground, evaporation from the skin, respiration, air warmed in the lungs

and expelled, and convection, the carrying away of heat by the thermal conductivity of the water is

240 times as great as that of air.

Rough estimates show that when the core temperature drops to 35oC, there is a gross loss of judgement,

speech is slurred, muscular coordination deteriorates, and shivering is replaced by partial rigidity. At 29oC,

the victim is practically helpless. Within this range (29oC to 35oC), the body loses the ability to reward itself

without heat from some outside source, and if body temperature sinks to 27oC, death is imminent.
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Prevention – Be prepared with proper clothing, food, and shelter. Stop for rest well before the point of

exhaustion.

Treatment – Re-warming the body by external heat and intake of warm liquids and food, but as in first aid,

the very best cure is prevention.

Carbon monoxide poisoning – Carbon monoxide poisoning can be caused by a leaking exhaust system or

combustion under unventilated conditions. Often warning symptoms such as pressure at the temples,

headache, pounding pulse, drowsiness, and nausea will alert the victim, but in many cases such warnings

are absent and unconsciousness and death occurs.

Prevention – For prevention, all heated shelters and vehicles must be ventilated. Windows and doors must

be left open enough to permit entry of fresh air regardless of temperature.

Treatment – Treatment includes fresh air, oxygen, warmth, and rest. Artificial respiration may be required.
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This Appendix provides a number of work procedures developed for specific, high-risk tasks. These Safe

Work Procedures have been selected to help prepare employees for the subject program. They have been

taken from the Procedures Section of EBA’s web-based operations manual. Additional information may be

available through the operations manual in the Procedures Section for Construction Management, Safety,

Field Investigation Programs, Field Testing/Sampling, and /or Lab Testing.

Work Procedures are included herein for:

 Vehicle operation;

 Fire and use of extinguishers;

 Off-road vehicles (ORVs) – ATVs/snowmobiles;

 Use of hand-held power circular saws;

 Use of chain saws;

 Defective tools;

 Lift safe;

 Hand or power augering; and,

 Drum handling.
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VEHICLE OPERATION

1. Vehicle operators are responsible for the safe operation of the vehicle and enforcement of rules for the

safety of other employees on or about the vehicle.

2. Only those employees who possess a proper valid license shall operate vehicles on company business.

3. No driver shall operate a vehicle while their physical condition is such as to impair their normal

judgement and ability.

4. Seat belts shall be worn when driving vehicles. There are no exceptions to the rule.

5. Vehicle operators shall not permit anyone to ride on the running boards, fenders, or any part of the

vehicle except on the seats provided. Passengers shall not stand in moving vehicles.

6. Employees shall not jump on or off vehicles in motion.

7. Vehicle operators shall be responsible for identifying and correcting unsafe conditions and mechanical

defects in their vehicle.

8. If work areas are to be established on roadways, traffic control devices shall be used.

9. Caution shall be exercised if any vehicles must be parked on any roadway.

10. When parking on a grade, place vehicle in gear or "park" position, set hand brake, turn wheels to curb,

or otherwise block the vehicle so it cannot accidentally roll.

11. Before leaving a parked vehicle, always remove the ignition key and lock the vehicle to prevent theft or

unauthorized starting of the vehicle.

12. Speed limits shall be obeyed.

13. All posted traffic signs shall be obeyed.

14. Only three persons are allowed to ride in the cab of a standard pickup truck.

15. Shared vehicles are not to be smoked in.

16. Workers shall do a vehicle safety check monthly, which would include lights, horn, turn signals, wipers,

tires, fluid levels, brakes, and steering.
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FIRE AND USE OF EXTINGUISHERS

General

Good housekeeping is essential in the prevention of fires. Fires can start anywhere and at any time. This is

why it is important to know which fire extinguisher to use and how to use it.

Always keep fire extinguishers visible and easy to get at. Fire extinguishers have to be properly maintained

to do the job. Where temperature is a factor, ensure that care is taken in selecting the right extinguisher.

Types of Fires

Class A: Wood, Paper, Rags, Rubbish, and Other Ordinary Combustible Materials.

Recommended Extinguishers

Water from a hose, pump type water can, or pressurized extinguisher, and soda acid extinguishers.

Fighting the Fire

Soak the fire completely – even the smoking embers.

Class B: Flammable Liquids, Oil, and Grease.

Recommended Extinguishers

ABC units, dry chemical, foam, and carbon dioxide extinguishers.

Fighting the Fire

Start at the base of the fire and use a swinging motion from left to right, always keeping the fire in front of

you.

Class C: Electrical Equipment.

Recommended Extinguishers

Carbon dioxide and dry chemical (ABC units) extinguishers.

Fighting the Fire

Use short bursts on the fire. When the electrical current is shut off on a Class C fire, it can become a Class A

fire if the materials around the electrical fire are ignited.
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OFF-ROAD VEHICLES (ORVs) - ATVs / SNOWMOBILES

1. Only designated operators who are experienced and/or trained shall operate an ORV.

2. The ORV shall be operated in accordance with the manufacturer's specifications and

recommendations.

3. The persons riding the ORV shall wear protective headgear in accordance with the off-road Highway

Traffic Act.

4. The helmet shall fit snugly and be securely fastened.

5. Eye protection must be worn (CSA approved), safety glasses with side shields, or a full face shield

which is shatterproof.

6. Ensure the ORV is maintained and in good operating condition.

7. Ensure that the manufacturer's tool kit is carried in the ORV in case of emergency repair. Additional

tool kit equipment should include some wire, electrical tape, elastic cords, locking pliers, a towrope,

and a spare drive belt for snowmobiles.

8. Ensure that the ORV is equipped with a first aid kit.

9. Inform someone or leave a logbook if travelling long distances from your vehicle as to location and

anticipated time of return.

10. Ensure that equipment is tied down securely to the ORV.

11. Read the terrain. Stay away from terrain with dangerous slopes and impassable swamps. Watch

carefully for sharp bumps, holes, ruts, utility poles, guy wires, or obstacles.

12. Do not travel at excessive speeds and adjust speeds to trail conditions and visibility.

13. In winter, be aware of water crossings which may have insufficient ice strength to support your load.

14. When fording streams, utilize caution.

15. ORVs are designed for off-road use and should not be operated on pavement.

16. Never follow directly behind another ORV because of restricted vision.

17. On an ORV, ensure clothing worn will provide protection to the body (scrapes, cuts) in case of a spill.

18. Do not smoke while refuelling an ORV and ensure the engine is shut off before doing any maintenance

or equipment adjustments.

19. Cross a road or railway track at a 90 degree angle. Before crossing, come to a full stop and look in both

directions.

20. When loading an ORV on a trailer, ensure that the trailer is secured to the tow vehicle and the tow

vehicle has the transmission locked.
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21. When using a ramp to load an ORV onto a truck hauling deck, ensure that the ramp is secured to the

truck with a fastener locking device.

22. When loading an ORV onto a truck hauling deck, use extreme caution. Park in a low area to minimize

the slope and ensure that the truck has the transmission locked.

23. When offloading an ORV from a truck hauling deck, use extreme caution and existing topography.

24. Ensure that the ORV is securely anchored to the trailer or truck hauling deck.

USE OF HAND-HELD POWER CIRCULAR SAWS

General

This type of power hand tool is one of the most commonly used in construction. Because of this common

use there are numerous accidents due to thoughtless acts.

The following are the minimum accepted practices to be used with this saw:

1. Approved safety equipment such as safety glasses or a face shield is to be worn.

2. Where harmful vapours or dusts are created, approved breathing protection is to be used.

3. The proper sharp blade designed for the work to be done must be selected and used.

4. The power supply must be disconnected before making any adjustments to the saw or changing the

blade.

5. Before the saw is set down be sure the retracting guard has fully returned to its down position.

6. Both hands must be used to hold the saw while ripping.

7. Maintenance is to be done according to the manufacturer's specifications.

8. Ensure all cords are clear of the cutting area before starting to cut.

9. Before cutting, check the stock for foreign objects or any other obstruction which could cause the saw

to "kick back".

When ripping, make sure the stock is held securely in place. Use a wedge to keep the stock from closing

and causing the saw to bind.
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USE OF CHAINSAWS

General

Chainsaws are used for many jobs in construction. Since this tool was primarily meant for use in the

logging industry, it can be an unfamiliar tool to some workers.

Workers must be trained in its safe use before using a chainsaw.

This training must include a minimum of the following elements:

1. The proper personal protective equipment (PPE) to be worn is set out by the manufacturer and

Occupational Health and Safety Legislation.

2. Fuelling of the saw must be done in a well-ventilated area and not while the saw is running or hot.

3. An approved safety container must be used to contain the fuel used along with a proper spout or

funnel for pouring.

4. The correct methods of starting, holding, carrying, or storage, and use of the saw as directed by the

manufacturer must be used.

5. Ensure that the chain brake is functioning properly and adequately stops the chain.

6. The chain must be sharp, have the correct tension, and be adequately lubricated.

7. When carrying/transporting a chain saw the bar guard must be in place, the chain bar must be toward

the back and the motor must be shut off.

8. The chain saw must not be used for cutting above shoulder height.

Chain saws will comply with CSA Standards Z62.1-M-77.

DEFECTIVE TOOLS

General

Defective tools can cause serious and painful injuries. Be away of problems like:

 Chisels and wedges with mushroomed heads;

 Split or cracked handles;

 Chipped or broken drill bits;

 Wrenches with worn out jaw; and

 Tools which are not complete, such as files without handles.

To ensure safe use of hand tools, remember:

1. Never use a defective tool.

2. Double check all tools prior to use.
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3. Ensure defective tools are repaired or replaced.

Air, gasoline or electric power tools, require skill and complete attention on the part of the user even when

they are in good condition. Don't use power tools when they are defective in any way.

Watch for problems like:

 Broken or inoperative guards;

 Insufficient or improper grounding due to damage on double insulated tools;

 No ground wire (on plug) or cords of standard tools;

 The on/off switch not in good working order;

 Tool blade is cracked;

 The wrong grinder wheel is being used; and

 The guard has been wedged back on a power saw.

Equipment Maintenance Safety Program

Each office shall conduct an equipment maintenance inspection at least annually to ensure all equipment is

working properly. The office/group safety representative and one other person should conduct this

inspection. All equipment identified as being defective during the annual inspection must be repaired

before the equipment is returned to service. The defective equipment must be labelled "Out of Service"

(tagged out) and should not be used until repaired. A Damaged Equipment Report must be completed by

the last person using the equipment and should be submitted to the office/group safety representative for

repair or replacement of the equipment. The same process should be followed for any equipment that is

damaged during the course of work.

LIFT SAFE

During an average day, an average person may bend over many times. Some of these times they may pick

up items that they will carry to another location. Both of these actions may result in injury if not performed

in a safe manner.

There are some basic principles when bending to lift. The main principles are:

 Lift with your legs and keep the load close to your body; and

 Move your feet, not your body.

There are some alternatives when performing tasks as well:

 Kneel when working in a low position;

 When carrying a load long distances carry on your shoulder;

 Use a partial squat to lift a load;

 Maintain a normal curve when lifting; and
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 When lifting overhead, maintain a normal back curve.

Prior to lifting and moving a load safely requires seven basic principles to be followed to protect your back:

1. Plan ahead before lifting

Knowing what you're doing and where you're going will prevent you from making awkward movements

while holding something heavy. Clear a path, and if lifting something with another person, make sure both

of you agree on the plan.

2. Lift close to your body

You will be a stronger and more stable lifter if the object is held close to your body rather than at the end of

your reach. Make sure you have a firm hold on the object you are lifting, and keep it balanced close to your

body.

3. Feet shoulder width apart

A solid base of support is important while lifting. Holding your feet too close together will be unstable, too

far apart will hinder movement. Keep the feet about shoulder width apart and take short steps.

4. Bend your knees and keep your back straight

Practice the lifting motion before you lift the object, and think about your motion before you lift. Focus on

keeping your spine straight--raise and lower to the ground by bending your knees.

5. Tighten your stomach muscles

Tightening your abdominal muscles will hold your back in a good lifting position and will help prevent

excessive force on the spine.

6. Lift with your legs

Your legs are many times stronger than your back muscles; let your strength work in your favour. Again,

lower to the ground by bending your knees, not your back. Keeping your eyes focused upwards helps to

keep your back straight.

7. If you're straining, get help

If an object is too heavy, or awkward in shape, make sure you have someone around who can help you lift.

Further information is contained in the attached Work Safe Health & Safety Bulletin as well as the attached

healthy hints for a safe back, including exercises to maintain or build back strength.

Hand or Power Augering

General

Protecting workers from injuries associated with hand or power augering.

Application
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All hand and power augering must be performed in a safe manner, protecting employees, subcontractors

and the public

Protective Mechanisms

 Permit/work agreement

 Safe job procedure

 Manufacturer’s specifications

 PPE

 Emergency Response Plan (ERP)

Selection and Use

 As per job requirement

 Soil and weather conditions

Supervisor Responsibility

 Permits and Work Agreements are used to ensure the absence of underground utilities in the work
area.

 Supervisors are responsible to facilitate and/or provide proper instruction to their workers on
protection requirements

Worker Responsibility

 Control traffic on roads and busy access ways

 Prior to commencement of any excavation, ensure that all underground and/or overhead lines being
crossed have been identified, and follow job plan for trench, excavation or bore

 Identify hazards that will be created when augering equipment is set into position

 Prior to augering, determine suitability of equipment and confirm that all workers involved
understand potential hazards associated with using the auger.

 Maintain visual inspection at all holes when removing auger bit

General information

A hand auger is a versatile tool used to carry out a range of shallow digging necessary in obtaining soil

samples, making postholes, drilling fishing holes in ice, environmental construction, mining, opening

clogged drains and locating underground materials that may potentially halt drilling and damage powered

tools. Hand augering allows the careful drilling required in environmental construction, demolition and

geological surveys.

Mishap free drilling requires that all present at the site follow safety guidelines.

Compared to using power augers, hand augers may seem too harmless to cause any mishaps. However,

there is always a risk of sharp chunks of buried materials loosening and harming the person operating the
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hand auger. Use proper safety glasses to prevent eye injury in case a piece of sharp material loosens

abruptly. Using hard hat, gloves, safety boots, dust mask and other protective gear saves construction

workers at demolition sites from getting hurt from other knocking down activities going on. Remove

excavated soil only after stopping the hand auger. Before drilling, find out if there are any underground

power lines, cables or telephone lines running through the area. You don't want to get electrocuted or held

responsible for disrupting services. Be sure about the layout of underground water pipes, sewer lines and

other utilities. Use a hand auger efficient enough to execute the required objective at the earliest time.

Using adequately functioning equipment allows the fastest completion of the task so the risk of injuries is

automatically minimized. Ergonomically designed tools conform better to body contours so injury from

long term repetitive use can be prevented. Hand injuries occurring from using standard augers can be

reduced by opting for augers with ergonomic handles. Employ hand movements that exert minimum

pressure on wrist bones. Different types of hand augers catering to varying needs are available. Use the

auger that is most appropriate for the job to be done. Augers unsuitable for the situation not only increase

the time taken to finish the task but also the chances of injury. Take precautions to prevent the hand auger

from getting entangled in any type of underground cover that may be used for environmental, engineering

or alternative purpose. Underground fabric getting caught in an operating auger can immediately pull the

operator towards itself, especially when using power augers.

DRUM SAMPLING PROTOCOL

This protocol is specific to this situation. It involves the inventory and sampling of drums, and does not

apply to drum relocation.

PPE:

 Level of Protection C:

 Either a half face mask with defender filter cartridges and a face shield or a full face mask with

defender filter cartridges.

 Thick rubber gloves (will not react with caustic and other unknown materials and will not interfere

with hand movements necessary for drum sampling).

 Disposable Tyvex suits and boots.

 Intrinsically safe two way radios (satellite phones, SPOT locators will be present on site, but may not

be in close proximity to those sampling unless intrinsically safe).

 Two persons will be performing drum sampling, at least one with the 40-hour HAZWOPER training.

Drum Sampling Step-by-Step Procedures:

1. Visual Assessment of the drum.

 Record the condition to determine whether sampling is possible and safe.

 Record the following items:

 Orientation: Vertical, horizontal, partially buried.
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 Color.

 Symbols, words or markings on the drum indicating hazards.

 Label the drum, record its size and estimate the amount of contents in the drum.

 Use GPS unit to note its location.

 Is the drum not upright and the bung facing downward?

 Does the drum appear to be: bulging, or have signs of crystallization?

 Is opening not accessible, rusted shut, impossible to open with bung wrench?

 Is the drum not structurally sound (deformation, punctures, holes, rusting, corrosion, leaking

contents)?

 If yes to any of the above, then do not sample.

1. If it is determined that the condition of the drum is appropriate for sampling: Open the drum.

 Do not shake or move bulging, swelling or crystallized drums.

 Do not use chisels, picks or firearms to open the drums.

 Never stand on or lean on the drum, avoid contact with it as much as possible.

 Ensure the appropriate PPE is on, masks have been positively and negatively checked and gloves have

no holes in them.

 Absorbent pads are nearby, in case the contents are spilled in the opening or sampling process or

some contents are on the lid or nearby.

 Water wash bucket and eye wash bottles are to be nearby.

 If absorbent pads are used, they will be securely sealed in a plastic bag and transported to a proper

disposal area.

 Ground the drum using alligator clips and solid brass or copper rod. Secure the clips onto the drum

and the rod firmly in the ground.

 Use the bung wrench to slowly open the drum.

 If the drum shows signs of swelling or bulging, stop all work and reassess the work. If decide to

proceed, perform all steps very slowly. Relieve excess pressure prior to sampling behind explosive

resistant plastic sheeting or by a remote device. If explosive resistant plastic sheeting or a remote

device is not available, do not sample swelling or bulging drums.

2. Sampling Drum Contents

 Have three labelled glass vials available.

 Use the liquid waste sampler to retrieve contents from the drum and fill three vials.
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 Place the vials in two resealable plastic bags with cushion for transportation.

 We will not assume that clear liquid is water, but always assume that the contents are a hazardous

material and treat it as such.

 Re-seal the drum.

 Decontaminate equipment after each use to avoid mixing incompatible wastes.

 Do not sample drums that appear to be new. They will be noted, but not sampled.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

EBA Engineering Consultants Ltd., operating as EBA, A Tetra Tech Company (EBA), is pleased to submit this

Site Monitoring Plan to the Contaminants and Remediation Directorate (CARD), and Aboriginal Affairs and

the Northern Development Canada (AANDC) for the 2012 Monitoring Program for North Inca Mine and

Hidden Lake Mine. The sites are located 205 km north-northwest and 50 km east-northeast, respectively,

of Yellowknife, Northwest Territories. Reference numbers for this project are AANDC File

Number A-1632-11 / 00-05-6002-3, SOA Number 00-05-6002-3, and Call-up Number 1.

EBA understands that the AANDC/CARD Project Officer for the project is Mr. Sam Kennedy, and the

Environmental Management Specialist is Mr. Stanley Yee. EBA will act as the prime contractor onsite for

the 2012 geotechnical monitoring work.

This document summarizes the Site Monitoring Plans for the 2012 Monitoring Program at the two

remediated mine sites, North Inca Mine and Hidden Lake Mine. The work will be carried out in accordance

with the Health and Safety Plan developed for the work, and with the Statement of Work provided by

AANDC. Reports prepared by SENES Consultants Limited were referenced in preparation of the Site

Monitoring Plans, and will be used for comparative purposes during the field program.

2.0 SITE BACKGROUND

2.1 North Inca Mine

The North Inca Mine was a gold exploration property that operated between 1945 and 1949. The site is

situated on a point of land on Indin Lake known as the Inca Peninsula, approximately 205 km north-

northwest of Yellowknife, Northwest Territories and 15 km south of the Colomac Mine property. In

approximately 2007, Nighthawk Gold Corp, formerly known as Merc International Minerals Inc.,

established mineral claims at the North Inca site and drilling occurred on the west side of the North Inca

Peninsula in 2011.

Prior to site remediation, the site consisted of a two-storey frame bunkhouse, a cookhouse, a temporary

frame office/warehouse/ commissary, a 12 m head-frame, an air-operated double drum hoist, oil storage

tanks and a 10,000 gallon wood-stave water tank. The primary hazards and contaminants of concern on

site were metal and petroleum impacted media, waste rock, an open mine shaft, surface trenching,

deteriorated buildings and debris.

The site was remediated by AANDC between 2009 and 2010, with remediation including demolition of the

buildings and removal of fuel storage tanks, excavation and disposal off-site of hazardous and non-

hazardous waste/impacted soils, the capping of the open mine shaft and the contouring of the waste rock.

Following site remediation, the site entered an initial biannual monitoring phase (Years 1, 3, 5) and is

presently entering Year 3 of that schedule. The monitoring program consists of monitoring the geotechnical

stability of the engineered cap, backfilling of the trench, and re-sloping of the waste rock pile.
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2.2 Hidden Lake Mine

The former Hidden Lake Mine, also known as the Ragged Ass Mine, was a small high-grade gold mining

operation that operated from 1959 to 1969 with the majority of the mining production taking place in

1968. The mine is located on the eastern shore of Hidden Lake, approximately 50 km east-northeast of

Yellowknife, Northwest Territories. At present, the Hidden Lake site has a third-party mineral lease that

expires in 2013.

The primary concerns at the site included physical hazards associated with two mine openings, an open

trench, sharp angular waste rock piles throughout the mine site and physical and aesthetic concerns

associated with abandoned equipment and debris. Environmental concerns included contaminated soils

(shallow deposits of metal leaching tailings in the mine site area, and surface petroleum hydrocarbon

contamination around building footprints and old fuel areas) and hazardous materials.

The site was remediated by AANDC in 2010, with remediation activities including backfilling of the west

shaft, and the surface trench and the construction of a concrete cap on the east shaft. Scrap metal and

debris were containerized and removed from site. Scrap metal, wood debris, petroleum hydrocarbon

contaminated soil, and asbestos-containing materials were disposed of at the Yellowknife landfill. Tailings,

lead batteries, fuel, and a small amount of calcium carbide were all disposed of at the KBL Waste Transfer

Facility landfill in Alberta.

Following remediation, the site entered into monitoring. The monitoring program consists of monitoring

the geotechnical stability of the concrete cap over the east shaft, backfilling of the west shaft, and backfilling

of the surface trench.

3.0 SCOPE OF WORK

The objective of the scope of work is to collect and analyze monitoring data and results for North Inca and

Hidden Lake to complete the 2012 monitoring programs. To accomplish this goal, the objectives are to:

 Perform Geotechnical Monitoring Inspections for North Inca and Hidden Lake;

 Produce separate 2012 Monitoring Reports for North Inca and Hidden Lake.

4.0 METHODOLOGY

4.1 General Work Plan

EBA will conduct a Site Inspection of the North Inca and Hidden Lake sites on August 21, 2012. Visual

inspections will be performed by EBA staff with northern geotechnical experience who have worked at

abandoned mine sites previously, in accordance with the skill set required as per SW10.1 of the terms of

reference supplied to EBA by AANDC. The work will be carried out in accordance with the Health and

Safety Plan developed by EBA for the work, and with the Statement of Work provided by AANDC. Reports

prepared by SENES Consultants Limited were referenced in preparation of the Site Monitoring Plans, and

will be used for comparative purposes during the field program.

EBA’s general work plan includes both safety-related tasks and site-specific monitoring tasks.
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Prior to Commencing Fieldwork at the Former Mine Sites

 All EBA field personnel will obtain the following safety certificates:

 WHMIS;

 Hazard Assessment and Control;

 Standard First Aid with CPR C;

 Bear Awareness; and

 Helicopter Safety.

 AANDC Project Officer will be provided all training certificates and documentation.

 Obtain medical information on field workers, specifically special medical conditions, allergies and

emergency contacts.

 Obtain MSDS of bear spray, review and ensure safety kit is supplied with appropriate mitigative

measures.

 Team Leader to complete as much of Arctic Pre-Job Hazard Assessment (APJHA) as feasible and have it

reviewed prior to leaving for field and update the APJHA after the site reconnaissance.

Site 1 (Hidden Lake)

 Identify staging area for the site.

 Ensure survival gear and a working satellite phone will be available upon landing.

 Contact EBA to inform safe arrival to site and location via satellite phone and/or SPOT/PLB.

 Conduct Arctic Pre-Job Hazard Assessment with all team members.

 Conduct Site Reconnaissance.

 Conduct Arctic Pre-Job Hazard Assessment with all team members to discuss found conditions.

Discuss and assign work tasks for the day. Work with no significant scope changes can proceed.

 Phone EBA and/or AANDC Project Officer if/as needed to discuss work changes and obtain approval

for any needed change. Work can proceed on modified work plan following approval from AANDC.

 Inform affected staff as to changes in work, if any.

 Carry out site-specific monitoring tasks.

 Reassemble team for safety meeting whenever new hazards are found.

 Upon completion of work at site provide brief verbal description of work completed and challenges

verbally to EBA; notify EBA of intended next destination. Collect and load all gear into the helicopter,

and travel to next site.
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Site 2 (North Inca)

 Identify staging area for the site.

 Ensure survival gear and a working satellite phone will be available upon landing.

 Contact EBA to inform safe arrival to site and location via satellite phone and/or SPOT/PLB.

 Conduct Arctic Pre-Job Hazard Assessment with all team members.

 Conduct Site Reconnaissance.

 Conduct Arctic Pre-Job Hazard Assessment with all team members to discuss found conditions.

Discuss and assign work tasks for the day. Work with no significant scope changes can proceed.

 Phone EBA and/or AANDC Project Officer if/as needed to discuss work changes and obtain approval

for any needed change. Work can proceed on modified work plan following approval from AANDC.

 Inform affected staff as to changes in work, if any.

 Carry out site-specific monitoring tasks.

 Reassemble team for safety meeting whenever new hazards are found.

 Upon completion of work at site provide brief verbal description of work completed and challenges

verbally to EBA. Notify EBA of intent to return to Yellowknife.

 Upon return to Yellowknife, inform EBA of safe return.

EBA’s methodology for site-specific monitoring tasks is as described below, as outlined by AANDC in the

Terms of Reference. EBA’s site observations and documentation will be made in accordance with our

General Conditions as presented in Appendix A.

4.2 Wildlife Monitor

EBA has hired a Wildlife Monitor, Mr. Fred Sangris. Mr. Sangris will be responsible for safety of the team

with respect to potential incursions on site by wildlife, in particular bears. He will accompany the team

while we investigate the various site features. He will be within range of all team members at all times,

with the possible exception of the helicopter pilot, if the helicopter pilot stays with the helicopter, in which

case the pilot has a place of retreat if needed.

Mr. Sangris will attend all team safety meetings and participate in discussions as to potential hazards noted

with respect to wildlife, for example, recent use of the terrain by bears as evidenced by recent droppings, or

observing possible plants or berries in season that could indicate good bear habitat.

4.3 Field Equipment

EBA has the following equipment at our disposal during the field work:

 Digital camera, to record observations;
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 GPS, with an accuracy of 3-5 m depending upon terrain and number of available satellites, to record

locations of photos and observations;

 Clinometer, to record slope angles;

 Shovel, to test stability of areas considered to be of doubtful stability, if any.

4.4 North Inca Mine Methodology

EBA will conduct the Geotechnical Monitoring and Visual Inspection of Mine Shaft Cap, Surface Trench, and

Waste Rock Shoreline Slope as identified in the Completion Report for North Inca Remediation – North

Inca, NWT (SENES, 2011). The inspection shall include, but not be limited to:

 Visually inspect the Mine Shaft Cap, and Surface Trench looking for any evidence of surface erosion

within or adjacent area to the mine cap area and Surface Trench area, inspect the vent to confirm that

it has not been vandalized or plugged, document if any depressions are forming on the surface of the

waste rock cover, and the conditions of the waste rock backfill cover as compared to the previous site

inspection report.

 Visually inspect the Waste Rock Shoreline Slope and document any evidence of surface erosion,

undermining or slumping within or adjacent to the waste rock slope area, document any sediment

plume along the shoreline, any depressions that may be forming on the slope, any changes to the lake

levels that may be impacting the stability of the slope, the condition of the rip rap toe of slope, and

compare the current conditions to those previously report in earlier site inspection reports;

 Document any erosion, frost action, sloughing and cracking, animal burrows, vegetation re-

establishment and percentage cover, vegetation stress, ponded water, exposed debris, and any other

features which may compromise the geotechnical integrity of the mine shaft cap, surface trench, and

waste rock shoreline slope;

 Photographic records that note the scale, GPS reference and directional view point will be provided to

document the general conditions and to substantiate all recorded observations; and

 Mine Shaft Cap, Surface Trench, and Waste Rock Shoreline Slope drawings will be annotated to show

the location of each identified feature and size.

The field visit is scheduled to be conducted on August 21, 2012.

4.5 Hidden Lake Mine Methodology

EBA will conduct the Geotechnical Monitoring and Visual Inspection of the East and West Mine Shaft Caps,

and Surface Trench as identified in the Completion Report for Hidden Lake Remediation – Hidden Lake,

NWT (SENES, 2011). The inspection shall include, but not be limited to:

 Visually inspect the East Mine Shaft Cap, West Mine Shaft Backfill and Surface Trench Backfill, looking

for any evidence of surface erosion within or adjacent area to the Mine Cap and backfill areas, inspect

the vent to confirm that it has not been vandalized or plugged (only applies to the East Mine Shaft

Cap), document if any depressions are forming on the surface of the waste rock cover, and document

the conditions of the waste rock backfill cover as compared to the previous site inspection report;
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 Document any erosion, frost action, sloughing and cracking, animal burrows, vegetation re-

establishment and percentage cover, vegetation stress, ponded water, exposed debris, and any other

features which may compromise the geotechnical integrity of the mine shaft cap, surface trench, and

waste rock slope;

 Photographic records that note the scale, GPS reference and directional view point will be provided to

document the general conditions and to substantiate all recorded observations; and

 Mine Shaft Caps, and Surface Trench drawings will be annotated to show the location of each identified

feature and size.

The field visit is scheduled to be conducted on August 21, 2012.

4.6 Site Investigation Progress Report

EBA will complete a Site Investigation Progress Report that includes the following:

 Summarize field observations with photos, and show on existing drawings the locations of features

that appear to have changed, if/as needed. Priority is to document and inform about major issues on

site, if any, so that action can be taken this season if needed.

 Limitations encountered during the site visit; and

 Budget update.

EBA will complete a Site Investigation Progress Report for each Site, two (2) weeks after the completion of

each field visit.

5.0 SCHEDULE

Table 1 provides proposed timelines for key project milestones identified by EBA for project completion:

Table 1: Project Schedule

Task Start Completion (Final)

Field Geotechnical Site Inspections August 21, 2012 August 21, 2012

Site Investigation Progress Report September 4, 2012 September 4, 2012

Draft 2012 Monitoring Report Early November Second Week December

Final 2012 Monitoring Report Two weeks after comments from AANDC Two weeks after comments from AANDC
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6.0 CLOSURE

We trust this Site Monitoring Plan satisfies your present requirements. If you have any questions or

comments, please contact the undersigned.

Sincerely,

EBA Engineering Consultants Ltd.

Prepared by: Reviewed by:

Rita Kors-Olthof, P.Eng., P.E. Rory Farrell, MSc.

Senior Geotechnical Engineer, NT/NU Region Senior Environmental Geologist

Engineering Practice Environmental Practice

Direct Line: 403.763.9881 Direct Line: 780.777.5463

rkors-olthof@eba.ca rfarrell@eba.ca

Reviewed by:

David Das, P.Eng.

Project Director

Environmental Practice

Direct Line: 780.451.2130 x256

ddas@eba.ca
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ISSUED FOR REVIEW

TO: Stanley Yee, AANDC DATE: September 11, 2012

C: Sam Kennedy, AANDC; Ed Hoeve, EBA

Rory Farrell, EBA

MEMO NO.: 1

FROM: Rita Kors-Olthof EBA FILE: Y22103006-01-002

SUBJECT: Site Investigation Progress Report – 2012 Monitoring Program at Hidden Lake Mine

AANDC File Number A-1632-11 / 00-05-6002-3, SOA Number 00-05-6002-3, Call-up Number 1

This “Issued for Review” report is provided solely for the purpose of client review and presents our findings and recommendations to
date. Our findings and recommendations are provided only through an “Issued for Use” report, which will be issued subsequent to
this review. You should not rely on the interim recommendations made herein. Once our report is issued for use, the “Issued for
Review” document should be either returned to EBA or destroyed.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

EBA Engineering Consultants Ltd., operating as EBA, A Tetra Tech Company (EBA), is pleased to submit this

Site Investigation Progress Report to the Contaminants and Remediation Directorate (CARD), and

Aboriginal Affairs and the Northern Development Canada (AANDC) for the 2012 Monitoring Program for

North Inca Mine. The site is located 50 km east-northeast of Yellowknife, Northwest Territories.

Reference numbers for this project are AANDC File Number A-1632-11 / 00-05-6002-3, SOA Number 00-

05-6002-3, and Call-up Number 1.

This document summarizes the Site Investigation Progress Report for the 2012 Monitoring Program at the

remediated mine site, Hidden Lake Mine. The work was carried out in accordance with the Health and

Safety Plan and Site Monitoring Plan developed for the work, and with the Statement of Work provided by

AANDC. Reports prepared by SENES Consultants Limited were referenced in preparation of the Site

Monitoring Plan, and were used for comparative purposes during the field program and subsequent

evaluation of the field data.

EBA visited the project site with Mr. Stanley Yee, M.Sc., Environmental Management Scientist of AANDC.

2.0 SITE BACKGROUND

The former Hidden Lake Mine, also known as the Ragged Ass Mine, was a small high-grade gold mining

operation that operated from 1959 to 1969 with the majority of the mining production taking place in

1968. The mine is located on the eastern shore of Hidden Lake, approximately 50 km east-northeast of

Yellowknife, Northwest Territories. At present, the Hidden Lake site has a third-party mineral lease that

expires in 2013.

The primary concerns at the site included physical hazards associated with two mine openings, an open

trench, sharp angular waste rock piles throughout the mine site and physical and aesthetic concerns

associated with abandoned equipment and debris. Environmental concerns included contaminated soils
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(shallow deposits of metal leaching tailings in the mine site area, and surface petroleum hydrocarbon

contamination around building footprints and old fuel areas) and hazardous materials.

The site was remediated by AANDC in 2010, with remediation activities including backfilling of the west

shaft, and the surface trench and the construction of a concrete cap on the east shaft. Scrap metal and

debris were containerized and removed from site. Scrap metal, wood debris, petroleum hydrocarbon

contaminated soil, and asbestos-containing materials were disposed of at the Yellowknife landfill. Tailings,

lead batteries, fuel, and a small amount of calcium carbide were all disposed of at the KBL Waste Transfer

Facility landfill in Alberta.

Following remediation, the site entered into monitoring. The monitoring program consists of monitoring

the geotechnical stability of the concrete cap over the east shaft, backfilling of the west shaft, and backfilling

of the surface trench.

3.0 SCOPE OF WORK

The scope of work was to collect site monitoring data for Hidden Lake Mine to complete the 2012

monitoring programs, and to complete a Site Investigation Progress Report to summarize the work to date

and the findings at the site. Tasks included:

 Perform Geotechnical Monitoring Inspection for Hidden Lake;

 Summarize field observations with photos, and show on existing drawings the locations of features

that appear to have changed, if/as needed. The priority was to document and inform about major

issues on site, if any, so that action could be taken this season if needed;

 Document limitations encountered during the site visit; and

 Provide a budget update.

4.0 METHODOLOGY

4.1 Summary of Overall Methodology

EBA conducted a Site Inspection of the Hidden Lake site on August 21, 2012. Visual inspections were

performed by Rita Kors-Olthof, P.Eng., P.E., of EBA. The work was carried out in accordance with the Health

and Safety Plan and Site Monitoring Plan developed by EBA for the work, and with the Statement of Work

provided by AANDC. Reports prepared by SENES Consultants Limited were referenced in preparation of

the Site Monitoring Plans, and were used for comparative purposes during the field program and during

subsequent evaluation of the field data.

EBA’s general work plan included both safety-related tasks and site-specific monitoring tasks.

Prior to Commencing Fieldwork at the Former Mine Site

 All EBA field personnel obtained the following safety certificates:

 WHMIS;
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 Hazard Assessment and Control;

 Standard First Aid with CPR C;

 Bear Awareness; and

 Helicopter Safety.

 AANDC Project Officer was provided with all training certificates and documentation, including

certification for the wildlife monitor.

 Medical and contact information was documented for field workers, including special medical

conditions, allergies and emergency contacts.

 The MSDS was obtained for bear spray, reviewed, and the safety kit was supplied with appropriate

mitigative measures.

 EBA’s Team Leader completed as much of Arctic Pre-Job Hazard Assessment (APJHA) as feasible, and

had it reviewed prior to departure for the field. The APJHA was updated at the beginning of the field

day, and after the site reconnaissance.

Field Work

 Availability of survival gear and a working satellite phone was confirmed prior to departure from

Yellowknife, and upon landing at the Hidden Lake Mine site.

 Staging area was identified for the site.

 Contacted EBA to inform of safe arrival on site and location via satellite phone.

 Conducted APJHA with team members.

 Conducted Site Reconnaissance; no items noted requiring changes to APJHA or work scope.

 Carried out site-specific monitoring tasks.

 Upon completion of work at site, provided brief verbal description of work completed to EBA; notified

EBA of intended next destination. Collected and loaded all gear into the helicopter, and departed site.

EBA’s methodology for site-specific monitoring tasks was as described below, as outlined by AANDC in the

Terms of Reference. EBA’s site observations and documentation were made in accordance with our

General Conditions as attached.

4.2 Wildlife Monitor

EBA hired a Wildlife Monitor, Mr. Fred Sangris, to assist during the field work on this project. Mr. Sangris

was responsible for safety of the team with respect to potential incursions on site by wildlife, in particular

bears. He accompanied the team while we investigated the various site features. He was within range of all

team members at all times, with the occasional exception of the helicopter pilot when the pilot stayed with

the helicopter, in which case the pilot had a place of retreat if needed.
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Mr. Sangris attended all team safety meetings and participated in discussions as to potential hazards noted

with respect to wildlife, for example, by identifying terrain and plants that indicate typical bear habitat.

4.3 Field Equipment

EBA used the following equipment during the field work:

 Digital camera, to record observations;

 GPS, with an accuracy of 3-5 m depending upon terrain and number of available satellites, to record

locations of photos and observations;

 Clinometer, to record slope angles;

 Two-way radios for on-site communications; and

 Satellite phone, to contact EBA.

EBA had the following items available for use, in case of accident or emergency:

 First aid kits;

 Air horn;

 Survival gear;

 Compass; and

 Personal locator beacon.

5.0 SITE-SPECIFIC METHODOLOGY

EBA conducted the Geotechnical Monitoring and Visual Inspection of the East and West Mine Shaft Caps,

and Surface Trench as identified in the Completion Report for Hidden Lake Remediation – Hidden Lake,

NWT (SENES, 2011). The inspection included:

 EBA visually inspected the East Mine Shaft Cap, West Mine Shaft Backfill and Surface Trench Backfill,

looking for evidence of surface erosion within or adjacent to the Mine Cap and backfill areas, inspected

the East Mine Shaft Cap vent to confirm that it had not been vandalized or plugged, documented

depressions forming on the surface of the waste rock cover, and documented the conditions of the

waste rock backfill cover as compared to the previous site inspection report;

 If/as applicable, we documented erosion, frost action, sloughing and cracking, animal burrows,

vegetation re-establishment and percentage cover, vegetation stress, ponded water, exposed debris,

and/or other features which may compromise the geotechnical integrity of the mine shaft cap, mine

shaft backfill, surface trench, and waste rock fill;

 EBA prepared photographic records that include references for scale, GPS reference and directional

view point, to be provided in the 2012 Geotechnical Monitoring Report to document the general

conditions and to substantiate the recorded observations; and
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 Mine Shaft Caps, and Surface Trench drawings were annotated to show the location of each identified

feature and size, if/as different from the information provided prior to the field work.

The field work was conducted on August 21, 2012. While still at the site, EBA discussed our observations

regarding potential items of concern with Mr. Stanley Yee of AANDC.

6.0 SITE INVESTIGATION PROGRESS REPORT

6.1 Summary of Field Observations

Remediation work at the Hidden Lake Mine has generally held up well since construction in 2010-2011.

Two primary areas of concern were observed by EBA and discussed on site with Mr. Yee of AANDC.

A marked-up excerpt of the SENES Completion Report site location plan is attached along with EBA’s site

traverse and several photos for reference. EBA’s findings are as follows:

Ground surface grade at East Mine Shaft Cap: EBA noted two small holes with diameters of about 0.4 m

and 0.6 m, with depths of about 0.3 m in the waste rock fill placed over and alongside the mine shaft cap

(Photo 1). The nearest of the two holes, about 2 m west-northwest of the vent, appeared to be located

within the design perimeter of the concrete cap. The other hole, about 8 m west-northwest of the vent,

appeared to be outside the design perimeter of the concrete cap, and slightly downslope of the mound

formed by the cap.

The origin of the holes could not be concluded with certainty. The holes were initially suspected of being

possible locations of fill settlement or infiltration of finer-grained surface fill into coarser-grained waste

rock below. However, most of the soil surface appeared to be uniform, smooth and relatively hard-packed,

and rocky materials around the edges may have been piled there, as might also be expected in a hand-dug

excavation (Photo 2). The only exception to this appearance was seen along the upslope side of the hole

nearest the vent, which had experienced sloughing of the steeper upslope edge (Photos 3 and 4). No other

cracking of the soil was seen along the bottoms or sides of the holes.

Irrespective of the source of the holes in the mine shaft cover material, the field team concluded that the

cover material would benefit from having the holes filled rather than left as-is, and that this could be

conveniently achieved while we were on site. Hence AANDC filled the holes while EBA continued to assess

the mine shaft area. We agreed that possible new or ongoing changes to the area should be carefully noted

at the next monitoring inspection.

Subsequent re-review of the SENES report indicates that a 0.5 to 0.8 m thickness of waste rock was

proposed over the concrete cap. The height of the vent pipe above the concrete cap elevation suggests it

unlikely more than 0.8 m, and is probably less (SENES Completion Report, Photos 13 and 14). If indeed

settlement of the fill or fines infiltration has occurred, it may already be complete. This likelihood would

rely on the concrete cap still being intact, at least in the case of the “near” hole. The cap was designed for a

minimum thickness of 400 mm, is reinforced with a grid of reinforcing steel, and is only 2 years old.

Surface trenches: The field team experienced some challenges in locating the surface trench, mainly

because several other apparent surface trenches were also found along the edges of the waste rock fill and

within the treed/brush area west and north of the main mine area (Photo 5, EBA Site Traverse). While the
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apparent trenches on the developed portion of the site were backfilled, the trenches in the trees/brush

were generally not backfilled, including a larger trench to the north that was about 1.3 m deep (Photo 6,

EBA Site Traverse).

When the previously-studied surface trench was located, EBA observed that there was no erosion evident

at the site (Photo 7). It appeared to have been backfilled with coarse-grained angular waste rock, not at all

prone to erosion. In the immediate vicinity of the surface trench to the south, east and north of the trench,

some finer-grained soils were present at ground surface. However, the gradients were observed to be

gentle enough that this area had not been experiencing erosion either. Vegetation was beginning to re-

establish itself in the soil with the trench and outside it. The ground surface west of the trench was well-
vegetated.

6.2 Limitations Encountered

No significant limitations were encountered during the site visit.

6.3 Budget Update

The budget to the first milestone, at the completion of Health and Safety Plan and Site Monitoring Plan is

$3422.50. This amount is slightly more than the estimated budget of $2835 provided in our revised

proposal, for the following reasons:

 Staff availability: hours originally proposed for Kumari Karunaratne, Ph.D., were carried out instead

by Rita Kors-Olthof, P.Eng.

 More time was required to secure a wildlife monitor than was anticipated; and

 More time was needed to prepare the Health and Safety Plan than was submitted in the final proposal.

Budget to second milestone, at completion of Site Investigation Progress Report: TBC

7.0 SCHEDULE

Table 1 provides proposed timelines for remaining key project milestones identified by EBA for project

completion:

Table 1: Project Schedule
1.0 Task 2.0 Start 3.0 Completion (Final)

Draft 2012 Monitoring Report Early November Second Week December

Final 2012 Monitoring Report Upon receipt of comments from AANDC Two weeks after comments from AANDC

8.0 LIMITATIONS OF REPORT

This report and its contents are intended for the sole use of Aboriginal Affairs and the Northern

Development Canada and their agents. EBA Engineering Consultants Ltd. does not accept any

responsibility for the accuracy of any of the data, the analysis, or the recommendations contained or

referenced in the report when the report is used or relied upon by any Party other than Aboriginal Affairs
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and the Northern Development Canada, or for any Project other than the subject site. Any such

unauthorized use of this report is at the sole risk of the user. EBA’s General Conditions are attached to this

memo.

9.0 CLOSURE

We trust this Site Investigation Progress Report satisfies your present requirements. If you have any

questions or comments, please contact the undersigned.

Sincerely,

EBA Engineering Consultants Ltd.

Prepared by:

Rita Kors-Olthof, P.Eng., P.E.

Senior Geotechnical Engineer, NT/NU Region

Engineering Practice

Direct Line: 403.763.9881

rkors-olthof@eba.ca

Attachments: Site Location Plan (excerpt/mark-up)
EBA Site Traverse
Photos
General Conditions
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Photo 1: Looking east-southeast at small holes in waste rock on and adjacent to East Mine
Shaft Cap (red arrows). Hole in foreground (outside cap perimeter) is about 8 m
from vent, hole near vent (within cap perimeter) is about 2 m from vent (blue arrow).

Photo 2: The small hole located outside the design mine shaft cap area is bowl-shaped, with
no signs of cracking in the soil. Elevated materials around edges of bowl suggest
digging and depositing of spoil materials.

Vent
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Photo 3: Small hole nearest to vent. Upslope (vent) side of hole is sloughing. Material here is
finer-grained than at other small hole.

Photo 4: Looking south-southwest at East Mine Shaft Cap area, vent on left, small hole about
2 m to the west-northwest on right, likely within design cap perimeter.
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Photo 5: Looking north at two small surface trenches / pits located west of main mine area
within treed/brushy terrain.

Photo 6: Looking southeast at larger surface trench located north of main mine site, with a
depth of 1.3 m.
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Photo 7: Looking south at backfilled surface trench. Coarse rock backfill in trench.
Surrounding soils are finer-grained but ground surface is gently-sloping and grasses,
fireweed, ground cover and shrubs are beginning to grow back.
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